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BRIEF

Problem: Recent studies have shown that the rifle, the basic weapor. of the
United States Army, has in recent years been used relatively ineffectively in combat.
Purpose: By means of suitable research, TRAINFIRE I proposed (1) to
develop a practical basic course of rifle marksmanship instruction which will prepare the soldier to use his rifle effectively in combat and (2) to develop proficiency
tests, based upon combat criteria, to measure the adequacy of this training.
Procedure: Comprehensive analyses of the situations confronting the rifleman in combat, provided the baseo for developing an experimental course of train',.
and two proficiency tests (marksmanship and target detection), within the scope of
the 90 hours of rifle marksmanship training prescribed in Army Training Program 21114, 26 Jan 54. The experimental course required 16 fewer hcurs of training time
and 34 fewer rounds of ammunition than the conventional. Two grohFa of trainees
u,, crwent the first four weeks of basic training at Fort Benning, one group under
tw -.xperimental and the other under the conventional method of training. A third
group underwent conventional training in a training division at Fort Jackson. Upol.
completion of training, the relative proficiency of the experimentally and conventionally trained troops was evaluated.
Results,. Those trained by the experimental method were more proficient than
the conventionuady trained individuals in (1) the ability to detect and mark targets,
and to estimate their ranges and (2) the ability to hit targets, once detected.
Conclusion: As measured by the ability to detect targets, and the ability to
hit targets once detected, the experimental training course better prepares the
soldier for effective use of his rifle in combat than does the conventional course.
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-TRAýNFIRE 1:
AAtIW COURSE IN BASIC ,RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP

Chopter I

BACKGROUND OF THE PROBLEMi

Thestartling'eff~ctiýen6ss'of American small armsilthe Revo'hktionaryyWar taught the 1Britith Army to respect and feai; a skill which
would have -:roved-useful to the Americans had they retained it-'int-l,
"WorldWar IIAnd the recdnt Korean conflict. In our early history, ri~leen,. firing frdm, coveredpositio'nsand-employing-weapons -which~were
of advanced .design for their time, halted and dedimated the ranks of.
-enemy troops-ut ranges impossible bythe standards of:the smooth-bore
musket., Amiinister~of the'Church of England writing to the Earl of
,,.Dartrn6uth in 1775 reppited:
"Ri(les, infinitely better than those imported, are daily made. in
many places in PFeinygvania, and all the gunsmiths everywhiere [are]
constantly emp.loyed, In-this countr.y, my'lord, the boys, as soon as
theycan disclarge a-gun, frequently exercise themselves therewith,
sofije a-fowling and others a-hunting. The great quantities ofgame, the
many kinds and.the.many privileges ofi,killing, making the Americans
the best'marksrhýn in the world, and thousands support their families
,principally by thesame, particularly riflemenln the frontiers, whose
objects ard deer and tu keys. In marching through woods, one thousand
of these rifleieii would cui to pieceAten thousand ofyour best troops."'
Riflemen, as contrasted with men armed with smobth-bore muskets,
co-hstituted only a zmllpercentagegof theColonial Army, butmuchof
the reputatioti of that army. waoa-based upon their skill.
.Despite' a: long series of American battlefield successes dating from
1775, which were attr'lbutabloelargely to the-superiority of rifled weapotis dnd frontier-narksmanship,, the rifte did-not-become the standard
Airmy weapon until late in the Ciil War. The revolhiton in tactical
planning which the ,ifle demanded was not realized until aiter that war.
Although the Army had au'thorized systemailc target practice in 1850,
marksmanship was-considered an inborn trait, and-sharpshooters were
pelected rather than trained, When General Hiram Berdan, qf the
UJnion Army, was authorized to form two regiments of sharpshooters, he
re-,tricted membership to those who could, at 200-yard range, put
-10 consecutive hits-in a 10-inch circle.2
quoted in J.x.W. nilin, The Kenaucky Rifle, -Nationna 1%,;e ,sociotiot, Wanshington, 1924.
'Ihe Infqttry School, Tdetics and Techniques of Infantry: Val, 1., The 4ilithay Service
J'uhlishiq Co.. Ilaffrsbug, 11a,, 1953.
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The standard weapon of the UnioriAArmy,. late in the Civil War, was
the muzzle-loaded Springfi!ld rifle, a crude weapon by modern standards
but faf~guperior to the smooth-bore musk~t. Its maximum effective
rangq was 250 yards. A good man, wnrking at top speed, could~fire two
aimed rounds per minute. In the hands of an expert, this rifle was
deadly. Any commander who failed to give the Springfield propei'
respect found hAs OnitVtorn to shreds before it got close to the enemy.
The supply of American,sbar'pshooters dwindled with the- passing of
the frontier,,and the rMyth of "natural marksmanship" 'gradually faded.
Systematic training replaced selection of mprksmen with the establishment, by the Army, of the School of Musketry. The rigorous training
with live and el tsive.argets which the frontier had provided was replaced
by intensive thrget practice which emphasized training in positions and
other fund' 'ientals of accurate range shootiuig. At this school, ard
later at T' uInfantry School, the Army gave systematic training to marksmanshil ,structors, thus laying the groundwork for the mass training
of infanft'ymenin rifle skills, The general level of marksmanship engendered by the Army training.was'high, and riflemen strongly B.pporte,
the machine guns which for•ced the armies of World War I to remain
close to their entrenched defenses. The offense regained its advantage
with introduction of the tank, which permitted the attacker to ignore
sm, ll-arins fire to. a, great ex!ent, and with expensive use of artillery
and'air'-bombardmeht' to "softeri up-"-,mall-arfms concentrations. These
1tactics set the pattern for World War II.
The effectiveness of modern small-arms partially forced the adoption of increased dispersion and intensive use of cover and concealment
as principles of taclics. Faced by obscureltaygets, the hastily tra'ined
replacement~of World War 'M left~mu~ci to be desirednas a marksman,
and frequently failed to fire at all. Trainingunits oftenmwdre handicapped
by i•adequate range facilities and lack of~qualifled instructors. After
ihe first year of the war, there was'little defensive fighting, the type of
combat which favors effective rifle fire. The scop6 and pace of the
"blitzkrieg" fighting were such that volume of fire 'was often crucial and
many engageui~ents were decided by sheer weight of munitions.
In theKorean conflict, the battle conditions encountered were more
reminiscent of oldtime Indian fighting. Upfortunately, however, we had
no poel of frontiersmen to draw from. "Terrain'and weather are often
miserable: the inconsiderate enemy attacks at midnight: ranges are
sometimes very close--;the most-difficult shots for the uninitiated. In
the face of'this we2are dismayed to find that many of our boys . .. donot
fire at all;'and many others who may pull~the trigger are doubtless as
1k Iffective."' It has been conservatively estimated that the soldiers
detected less than one-third of the 'ro:ognizable" targets they met in
combat'; against a detected target, their marksmanship was frequently
noi expert. As a result, combat troops deyeloped L tendency to
'lowaid C. Sarvis. '.ljtile.Targets' (Unpublished manuscript on file at IHumaa llere.rch
Unit Nr 3, CONAIIRC Fort Henning, Ga.), 1953.
l1symond A. Katzell et at., Combat Recognition Requiremeni. ,,.' ,n Engineering Report
SpecDevCen 383-6-1). Special Devices Center, Port Washington, L. I.. N V., 15 April 1952.
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substi~ute volume for airned~fire, fire power for marksmanship,
quantity for quality.
Beginning with the--onset of the Korean cofifliý!t; there has been an
awaken~d interest a'nd-a renewed emphasis-upon individual n-n.-ksmanphip in~the Army. General J. Loawton Collins, while Chief of~ftaff,
summed tip this feeling when he. said: "The primtary job of the rifleman
is iiot,ý: gain fire superio~ilty over the enemy, but to kill with accurate
aimed fire."'I A glance. through military journals for the past siireral
years indicates how general the concern with these problems has become.
The standard course in individual marksmanship training includes
five areas:or steps of Instruction which are developed separately:
sighting and aiming, positions, trigger equeeze, sustained fir'e, and
sight setting. This training, prograni has been develooed largely nn the
basis of expert and authoritative opinion. "Little; If any, experimental
evidence Is available demonstrating the validity of most of the training
principles and procedures currently In use. This i's not to say that such
principles and procedures do not possess some face validity. Rather, little
experimeniial verification has been achieved. Moreover, It Is possible
tl~at rigoirous evaluation might-show some practices to be of questionable value."'
'The validity of any military marksmanship training, course may be,
considered.'un~der two major -hqdifigag: (1) How -well-does -the training
enable the trainee to take advantage of the acruracy and-range of the
modern rifle and (2) how well ts he trained to firre under the difficult
condi~tions of battle, where targets may be not 'only hard to hit but hard

to detect as 06ll? Such experimental work as has been done has been

uoncentrated on the first of these questions qnd has largely been costcerned. wit specifi 'c fenturob of the current Army marksmanship
training program.
The Importance of improving marksmanship training veas pointed up
fn, an experiment by Hirsch,' who found that halving the amtount of time
spernt in prelimin~ry rifle Instruction did not appreciably affect qualification scores. ',Hirsch found that, on a special qualification test, the
average score of men who had been given almost no training was about,
45 per cent of the total possible; after preliminary rifte instr'uction, the
-average score was about 60 per cent of the total possible. In additional
experiments, Hirsch discovered that various procedures such as Interspersing firing practice with live ammunition during preliminary in~struction and substituting lower-caliber firing practice for some of the
.30Lcaliber practice failed to raise the average score appreciably above
'Col. John T. Corley, "New Courses for OldTraditions,' Combat F'orces journal, June 1953,

pp. 14.16.
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%:.V. caul and U.S. Hfirsch, Pe' -1hoioglcai Problemss-Cn Ntarkanianshio of Infantry Type
'
Weer~os,* fo~unal of Ps~ckoloxy, vol. Pi (194), pp. 257,270,
'Rlichard S. 1Hitech. Experimental Evidence fdr Improvements Needed in Ritle M.2'smanship
Training (human Engiceering Report SpecflevCen 4W91-p3), Special Devices Certer, Port
NA 5 Su'n.i 1953; hirsch, Experiments in kill-Iffakmtansl~p Training
Washington, L.iL .',
(Husnai Engineerioal-At. AlSpecE~vCen 4W-.01-2). Special Deviices C-,iier, Port Washington,

60 per cent of the total possible. He found, however, that increasing
the number ,of rotinds of .30-caliber ammunition fired resulted in large
increases in scores, particularly those of the-poorest marksmen. Hence,
with increased expenditure of time and ammunition, target ma:ksmanship can be improved.
eIn an experiment c6nducted by The Infantry School, Hirsch's last
finc.,ng was Lonfirmed. The addition-3of 68 'ounds of practice live'ilring
before firing for record increased the number of men who qualified.
Similarly, where time-and ammunition permit, current practice in
replacement-training utiits is to rbflre men who have failed to qualify,
as long as eventual qualification appears feasible.
A, special live-Airing trigger-squeeze exercise developed at Fort
Dix, designed to eliminate "flinch," was evaluated by Human Researrh
Unit Nr 1 at Fort Knox.' It was found that the training given did not
leadyto Improved marksmanship.
In another 8tudy,Human Research Unit Nr 1 experimented with a
technique called the "whole method,"' in which the 'five areas of marksmanship training are not taught separately but/are given appropriate
emphasis "as the trainee learns and practicesý;the integrated pattern of
MI firing." When this technique was combiled with the use of -live
ammunition throughout. tfilinfig, the marksmanship of men so trained
was significantly better than that of men trained by the standard method.
When, howpser, the technique was used with "dry firing" throughout.
trainlig, -little improvement in marksmanship was observable. The
improvement in record scores 6annot.beattributed to additional expenditure of ammunitloui since, by the. time of testing, all trainees had fired
the same number of rounds. McGuigan believes that live firing
throughout preliminary rifle Instruction with the whole method should
allow the trainee to adjust gi'adually to the startling effect of firing.
-Healso points out that the firing of live rounds appears- to increase
trainee interest and improves the knowledge of performance. In all
-of these studies, th' criterion of' marksmanshipwas the score on the
known-distance range.
In the mass training of infantrymen, teaching men the special skills
required in target shooting~in vrdd•i to prepare them for combat may be
waste~fl, particularly of time. An important principle of learningtransfer, of training-is Involved here. Ir. assence, this means that a
skill whlh is learned in one situation may, under many conditions, be
used In atiother. Successful transfer has been found to depend, In general, on sinfllarity between the situation in whirl the shill is learned
and that in which it is to be used !ater. Applying the principle to rifle
-marksmansnip would require that the similar elements In training and
combat be identified.
Since actual combat situations can not be duplicated in training, an
attempt must be made to identify those features of combat' whinh are
'1lumltl1O Technical Repott 6, Ewluatlon of uSpecial Live.Firing Trigger.Squeeze Exercise,
by Vivitor II. Denenberg and Frank J. M!cGuigan, Human |ieseirrh %it No. 1, OCAFF, May 1954i.
'Information Report of lIluman lesearch lint Nlo. 1. OCAFF, A't.ozparis(,n of tAe Whole and
Part .letA, 'is of uarksmanshi," Training, by Frank J. M|cGuigan,
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ijly 1 '53.

critical to-the development of combat rifle marksmanship, and to
sikulate them at-least-toa degree which.will enable trainees to acquire
skill actually usable in battle. The basic-question is whether the techniques of firing on a known-distance range are sufficierntly similar to
the techniques required by the combat situationIto-justify their use inthe training of infantrymen. Many-who have studied the-problbm doubt
the validity of existing courses.
"The frontiersman was used to killing; there was game, of
course, for food, clothing, and money, but there was also the -white, bear,
the -catamount and the lurking Indian. From boyhood he was halituated
to live target situations, and practice in meeting themn was easily/translated to the battlefleld. Not so~with compulsory target shooting.' There
may be some emotion, but-it is rarely as powerful as fear; there is
very little suspense, no surprise, and always another chance with
plenty of ammunition. Nothing much will happen if he fails. The shooter
is comfortable and well-fed, light and weather are good; the target Is
plainer than anything he will ever see in the field, and it is going to
stay right where it is. '7he pitiful attempts to simulate actual conditions, such as the transition range shooting, are not the best examples
of American ingenuity. Such training is likely to produce only boredom....
The shcoter should know instantly whetheror not his shot was-effective,
-by seeing the target drop or break-he should be able to 'klll' it and it

should stay kilisd; this will govern his next action, which will be, if a
miss, another shot."'
Realism is difficult to achieve because of two other major requirements-of marksmanship training: safety and measurement. The necessary inclusion of strict safety procedures in courses designed to
train large numbers of men usually means that considerable realism
must be sacrificed. In addition, in training and testing marksmen it
must be possible to measure how well a trainee has learned to utilize
his weapon, and for this purpose the known-distance range has become
the standard instrument. Even though this situation only remotely
resembles combat, its use as a criterion of marksmanship proficiency
has caused the training program to be oriented toward firing at bull'seye targets-an emphasis which many experts have deplored, pointing
out-that the combat rifleman will never encounter a similar target.
Thus, in the current marksmanship program, the requirerinents of safety
and measurement have largely predominated, to the exclusion of realism,
The development of the means has tended to obscure the end.
TRAINFIRE I was an initial attempt to develop and evaluate a rifle
marksmansaip training program designed ior maximum, rapid transfer
to combat conditionq, and to do this without neglecting the requirements
of either safety or measurement. The effort has been to extract the
elements of the combat problem and to reproduce them as closely as
possible in training.
In this development, patchwork improvement has been deliberately
avoided. Instead, the marksmanship training prograin has been redesigned in package form suitable for use in the e 4.0ing basic training
ISO, -de, OF. cit.

schedu'ý. Because the changes are in package form, no attempt has
been made to evaluate the individual contributions of different features
to the achieyement of the whole program. The experimental course
has been tested as a unit in comparison with the existihg course.
Throughout, the aim has been to produce more effeciWe combat riflemen with economy of ammunition and training time, utilizing the type
and quality of instructors likely to be available in time of mobilization.

Chanpier'2

THE PROB1LEMANDA

GENERAL, APPROACH TO IrS SOLUTiONi

RESEARCH REQUIREMENT
On 25 June 1953, President Eigenhower received a letter dealing
with Ideas on "rifle shooting" from Mr. Howard C, Sarvis of Ncw
Meadows, -Idaho. This letter was referred to Chief, Human Relations
and Research Bran~ch, G-i, Department of the Army, who in turn
referred the letter to the Human Resources Research CI'fice for action.'
Mr. Sarvfiq met at HumRRO on 14 October 1953 with representatives
of the Department of the Arm~y, the Office of the Chief of Arm) Field
Forces,' and HumRRO to present his ideas for Improvement of rifle
marksmanship training.' As a result of this coriferencei it was recommended that HRU No. 3, OCAFF, develop a research plan to determine,
among other things, whether the suggestions concerning rifle marksmninship prop,,ied by Mr, Satrvis would be more effective and realistic
than the curre4ntly prescribed, course.
At a meethiig o6it 5 January 1954, OCAFF recommended that HRU
No. 3 undertake a project to fulfill the following three objqctivee;
(1) To develop ti practical basic course of rifle mbarksmanship
instruction which wvill pre~pare the soldier to use his rifle effectively
In comibat
(2) To evaluate current Instruction to determine how rifle
marksmanship can be Integrated throug':out the basic training program in or'der to emphasize rifle marksmanship by repetition in applicatoi'y training
(3) To investigate certain weapon components (such as sights
and triggers) wlhih may have critical effeets upon the above objectives
without delaying unduly the over-all time ,chedule of the task.'
'iLettur, G-1 416 (12 Aug 53), 1)/A AWoS. 6.1, dated 21 August 1953, to D~irector, llumnflO,
subject: *tdotill Targets," with inclo,..wcs.
'Now llead-luarters, Continental Army Command.
'Special acknowie-igment is made to 31g.Sarvis, whose ideas and inte.'est served both as a
bakois and a stimulant for this study.
1hc research plan incorporuting these obJectives was Pp.poved b'y than(1ief, Army Fiel
Forces on 10 February 1954. Letter, ATDEV4 353.1, OCAF'., _-121~3 F44i 1, subject:
*Expetintentol Development of Proficiebey Tests and TraininA< Ot~eids for Improving the
EffectiN '.iess of Combat Rli.lemen.'

GENERAL APPROACH
A deiblopmentil approach was, empldyed io-attackthe probldm of
improving combat rifle marksmanship. ýrhe steps included:
(1) Analyzing the -bati6field situation 6ncoarntered'by the •rifiman arid determining the es'ential' niarksrhanship-skills~requiifed
(2) Developing'proficiency'•tests-Which-provide for measure-.
ment of individual rifle marksmanship abilify, incorooratitig-the
essential skills
(3) DevisiiiQ:a trainifig~meth6d to devei6panýdniniegraie the
I
skills- requiredof the- .ombai rifleman
(4) Training new reciults with the pipos6i and-th conventional techniques
(5) Testing the goups trained by the proposed and the donentional techniques on thre roficiency Oour~es

PREMISE.S CONCERNING COMBAT MARKSMANSHIP CbOTITIONS
The sole purpose of infantry training-is.to prepare for combat.
Though trainiing rarely covers all the requiifcmbnts of battle, it is
vital that every pertinent and feasible combat skill be-included. If this
is to be done, the combat skills required must be analyzed and reduced
to fundamentals, which then constitute the basis upon which sound
training can be grounded.
Comprehensive coverage of recent combat literature' and interviews with battle-experienged veterans resulted In the formulation of
premises concerning the battlefield situation, faced by the combat
'rifleman. These premises were then submitted to departments of The
Infantry School for comment. Intensive conferences were held with
the various TIS departments and concurrence was obtained on the
.valldty.of these premises:
(1) Enemy personneltargets are rarely visible except in r'
close assault.
(2) Most battle targets consist of a number of men or objects,
arrayed in a lateral manner and utilizing cover such as ground foldis,
hedges, borders of woods, ditches, and similar topographical lines.
(3) The indications given by such targets are usually fleeting
and consist of such clues as smoke, flash, dust, noise, or movement.
(4) Stich fleeting indications can best be engaged by marking
their location on the grourtd with reference to an identifiable near-by
object suitable for use as an aiming point.
(5) Range of battle targets rarely exceeds 300 yards.
(6) The nature of the target and the terrain on whIch it is
encountered, coupled with the fact that the defense will frequently he dug
in, often precludes the use of the prone position, but favors a supported
position such as the foxhole standing or kneeling position.
'See SelnteId Bibliography tor a partial listing of the
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ait'ial-.:over, 4.

It
17)- Selection of an a ccurate aiming-point in elevation is,a difficult task because of'the low 4utline and obscurity of battlefield targets.
(8.) This problem of jroper elevation 19 complicated by the
qxistinizeroing inst•Fctions; that is, using a six o'clock h6ld:&t the,
bottom of-the bull's-eye to achieve a center hit.
(a) Thi, procedri'e introduces an e~rror which is half the
diameter bf the'bull's;eyb.
(b) -The error Athus•introduced-is further increased by
to aimvisible
at the-center
of the
training
soldier
'existing
targetrequiresdthe
rather'than~at
its loylest
edge. Since
"mass",of~a field Which
frily part- of the -actual !*mass" or bulk of the target is usually seen, the
center of-seen "mass" will noi'mally be above the actual center.
"(9) The conditions of rifle fire in battle rarcly necessitate or
permit the~useof windage adjustment.
GENERAL TIRAINING PRINCIPLES
Onice, the fundamental premises were established, the problem
becamelthat of selecting the best way to develop the required skills
and-• niegrate them Into a training program. 'Transfer effect ,maybe
!ither pri99tive-or-ndgative, -that--lsi nity-eithdr-improve -or detirfct from
later :perfoi'mance. Extensive laboratory and general experience
Indicates that the following well-established training principles :facilitate
the learning of complex skills. These principles are listed here by
way of review"Transfer. Transfer occurs when training in one task affects
performance in another.- In the development of complex skills It Is
very Important that th, training be so arranged and taught that the
acquisition of one skill does hot detract from" the acquisition of another,
but. rather that itfacilitates the learning process as a W~hole,
Motivatidah, Learning will take place -more rapidiy when the
learner has-a desire to learn a6,d grasps tfid p~rsonal significance of
the task being learned. The attitude or "sjt" that the trainee brings
into, or acquires in, the iearning situation determines his performance.
to a great extent.
Knowledge of Prinulile Ivoled. Learning in general Is
faster, and tray€"Zer from one situation to another is facilitated, when
the learne, \undJrstands the principles underlying the task he is
required to ,d'rform.
Knowiedge of Results. T',e learpor should be given as spedic
and Immediate Information as pqAsible coilcerning the outcome of
hls 'efforts.
ryleaningful'Uzt %. Whqo the material to be learned is quitc
complex. It,is advantageougi to býeak It, down Into meaningful units.
The learner may then concentrate on a phase whi-)h coistltutes a comprehensive unit which can be mastered within a reasonable lenuth of
time. The arrongement of material should be such that the learner
'inother, as well as
comprehendsthe meaning of one unit In relati( -,
to the task aa a whole.

'Accui-acy_ýor.-iSpded. The, emphasis on ac,4q'a'cy versus-sp~ebd
shoud'a&detrmiihed'by-th ultimiate--iiportance t1hat ofie;,r6oie
*playý in final~perf~i 'rmna'..'cb ofithe learned act.
Repei~i~i. Inorder-to learn a new act-efficiently; it'ilý essen,tial that the learfi.6 practice that :specifIc act.
by
t
WtX.. ie~r br'o~ught, mb~ th6e Iearningsituatidn or caused.
byexc'essiv6 practipe 4In the situ'atmo&n, fatiguc retards the learning pi-ocess,
eoJf pra~ticb periodsiinterspqrsedDistributedPractice
,iave be&en found to-be superior
ptriods-&rý
other
acth
witifrest,
. I'inds o f tm
ie e
to-,contiruouszpract,'tI cez over lon,
Va~rietx o -Trainina- Materials. It is advantageous to vary~the
material to be learnaed so that,,boredontafid fatigue are6 reduced- nnd

Jt49ARCH DESIG~f
Ge6ner al DesignThe ge-ne~it'piaib for~ this investigatIon cove re d the traIifiing of
tbreetgreu`-ofz new;ýrainees in-thair-',flsfour-weks' of-baslcd-rainingi
One group, d~isleatild the expei'iziental'grqup (17rcup-E), was, trainied
owfth the o-xperi~antkil marksmaýnship :mcth'qdEon sp~clally~designed
Olarkszifianship and tilrget detection ranges, at Fort Bcnniiig, Ga. The
secpifil group,, Contr~Il4I, was trained with the conventional marksmanFort IPenfilng, by~tiaining p6rsonnel c Marable-t those
ship method a%.ý
Was (rained,'vlth the
ieachifig Giýroup U. 7Thcthird group, ýCdhtrol 11-0
conventional, marksnj~anship~moth6d at 'Fort Jackson, S.C., by regular
training personnel.,
After the first f4]ur weeks of basic training, Group CCII-=Ns moved
to~ort-Benning. TWhýre it-Joined' the -other two igroupi! In undergoing
pIroficien .cy t~egts on' jxpeikmental' taiget d~tdeitlon arid firing rangbs
wvhich reprqduced~thi, pr~ble~n4' of the combat rifleman as cttosel4 aq
-safety 47nd ri
meatrenwjit "cinside-ratlons permittod. These ronges
differed from anO-w6,e nor~e diffic~Wt~han the experimental training
ranges used by GrotipfrE.
'at- fdr; Beusaing, were both iniformed
aned
1
Gious E ndC4
that they were partzilf an dixperimeni in y~hlch t~he latest developments
in-=mkirsnianship lthinlng Wýould be employed. Thus any~motlvgtoi
thati might arise frdin the knowledge of heing solected for an Army project could be expec~bd t6 bi& the san 4.,or bolt, groupso
'Inelucicn-of tw:b.control. groups In this In~vestigation1 was. cotisidered
necuessary for thel fe-reasons:
( To 4ilow' for the hel ghtened, mot v~ation of-trainees who
and
had heQen moved t'5 an unu~sual location to receive bai riig~
'C-I could be confidered comparable with respect to motivation, whereas
Eand C-11 or C-4 and C-U could not,
(2) To~all~ow for the. effectg of-relativoly, "u~perkpi' teaching by
experienced Instructors. Cý-W trainees received tr, .nIng from expertenced In,-tuctors;-C-14 and E receive dttr~itiri g u,-dez instructors with
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ittle or no-prior teaching experience. Therefore, with respect to
-iiirtýuct6r ability,, E and.C-I-could be considered comparable, E and
C,-M&," C-I and C-IH c6uld
not.
(3) To permit increased generality of results. E
-,C-I1,
pir ,ied ior, comparisons which would not be specific to a par ticular
traiirlgcamp orato a single group bf instructoi¢s.
Pj!4frnmince-hMeasures
'Ahemarksmanship datafrom the,proflclency tests on the experi'¢,talranges are reported'in terms ,6f number of hits, number of
itsaed, and a derived proficidncy score. The target detection data
'are,,r.ported in terms of number of targets detected and number of
c!q•t•,'required to detect a given target. Obtained differences among
•he three groups were ýahalyzed statiatically to determine their reliability;
.Sui~edts•
Two hundred and seventy recently enlisted trainees constituted the
subýjectsgfor this study. The only restriction placed on the selection of
thdboýtroops. aside (rom-the-i.sual[Army-screentig-proeedures, was
t,ý,at nohe of them be conscientious objectors' or unrfble to understand
4he Yz glisb. language.
Assinirrent to Groups
linmediately'following Initial administrative processing at'Fort
Jadkson_, 220 men4 were moved to Fort Benning, where they were formed
ntWo a provisional ýonfpany. Upon arrival at Fort Benning, the recruits
were divided into two comparable groups, 112 of them constituting
Group.'E and 100 of them Group C-I. Group E was further dividedinith
Platoons I and 2, and Group C-I was divided into Platoons 3 and 4.
ApAsognment to groups was made on a random basis; but was controlled
4tha'manner designed to produce equality with respect to Intelligence
(as-".-easured by Aptitude Area I scores) and representation of
kCauasian and-Negro troops.
An additional 50 men were random"y' selected from a company of
200-Ao receiived their first four weeks of basic training ait Fort
Jackson. )The only requirements placed on this 50-man group, Group
C-HU were that the average intelligence 4iore end race ratio be comparable tG'Groups E'an4 C-I and.that all mcmbers have completed the
first-four weeks of basic training.
The methodof selection not only equated race and intelligence
a iiioig tie groups, but also, through randomization, produced groups
which *ere comparable with respect to education, ,ccupation'il exp'rien6e, age, height, weight, general physical condition, and marital status.
For a detailed corhipari!uon of the experimental and control graups with
regzird-to these categoiles, see Appendix A, Toble A-1.
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Chapteir 3
TRAINING

SCOPE-ýOF 'tRAINING
The first four weeks of basic training were administered to all
trainees.' On marksmanship, this included only individual training in
basic fundamentals and did not covertechnique of rifle fire. Outlines
of the subjects iaught, and the order in which they were presented,
appear in"Appendix B. Evefy attempt was made to keep ail4raining,
other than marksmanship training,!dentt•a-for the experimental-group
hi!dct'
control group at Fort Benning.
TRAINING CADRE
Before the trainees arrivedat Fort Benning, five officers and 22
enlisted men were obtained fronýthe 29th Infantry to skrve as training
cadre. Only one of the officers, a captain, had previous training experience. The four others, second lieutenants, wdre, recent graduates of
ROTC; none of them had previously commanded troops, nor had any of
them taught rifle marksmanship. Of the 22 enlisted men, only one sergeant first 61ass;ýnd four sergeants had previous troop training experience. At) inexperienced cadre was select6dintentionally for the
Investigation, in the belief that this training should approximate, as
closely as possible, what might bqexperienced during time of mobilization.
Officers and enlisted cadremetiassigned.to the provisional company
formed at Fort-Benning wereoresponsible for all instruction duringthe
course of training. No special instructbrs were employed for ahyjpart
of the four-webk program.
Before tie experimental work with the trainees was gtarted, th•,'ofifi
cers gav6,Ahe enlisted cadre members a month's mnstruicni•.4thefivsa
four weeks of basic training. In addition to providing training, f9r thQ
enlistedcadre, this procedure served as a reheaisal. for Ahe o i1,erl
prior to their classes with. the trainees. Thisprelimina'y 4ialrlýtucon
and praccice given the training cadre was in no way itttonded:tjqt~na~io~ H)
export instructors, but was designed only to fanilIaive theot vtt.,the,
program of instruction to be administered to the new iralnptei, Ve•,
itWng-

'T.'!.i~oand testing ocewerd froeT,17 Sel, 31 to I1 Oct 54.
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the month's preliminary instruction, the Itraining cadre was divided into
u'wfonr-igroips; each gro, 1uii consisted of onlieutenant (p1atoc:icader)
and four sqiicj leaders. The four'groups
sergeant (patoons6rgeant),
were equalized in ability a closey as p6ssible. The capiail served as
and pzincipal instruotor, the sergeant fir.9tclass
companyoniiiairder
as first sergeant arid a &crpt'1 as pro6ctioriist-truck driver.
comprising Groups E and C-I,
Upon the ari'ilof the 22tYraines
eacliof the four cadre groups wdsdsslgzied to a training platoon on a
randoniLbasis. Thus,Each platoon of trainees was under the dirction
of oneInstructor (the lieutenant) and five assistant Instructors (the
platoon sergeant and four squad leaders). In order to maximize instructortra'Ifee conta, the enllstedcadre lived iu the barracis with
th' traies.
For al1non-marksmansblp training, the fi'.e officer-insfructorn
wereaaigned specific topics In which-they Instructed the entiro cornriiy. Hoever, for all marksmanship training the company was divided
according to the orlglri assignment of men to Group E audGroup C-I.
Instructor groups of two ofZlcers arid 10 enlIsted men handled all the
-
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nstructlon for the two platoons uf their own group. Thus, confusion
or contamination from one to the other of 'the two training programs
ContamlnatlQn .asAurtherreduccd-byhousIngihe-tWo
wtsr.educed.
gi'oups'separately.

CONVENTIONAL MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING
General
The Control Groui trained at Fort H&nping (C-I) received the weapos instruction (Indlvdual Weapon Qualification-U.S. Rifle, Caliber .30,
Ml) as set forth In Army TrainingProgram 21-114, dated 26 January 1954.
The specific marksmanship training program purstwd was that outlined
in Training SOP B-22,(US. Rifle, Caliber ,30 Ml) Headquartersylolst
Airborne Division, Fort Jackson, S.C., dated 24 July 1954.
Outline of Conventional Marksmanship Course (90 Hours; 377 Rounds)'
I. MECHANICAL TRAINING (4 Hours)
Period I. MecAonlcf Training (4 hour
Description,, disassembiy, easembly. operation, funtIoning,
stoppao6s, immediate acUon and case and cleaning.
2. PREPAHATOHY MARKSMANSHIP (26 Hours)
Period 2, SiAlln .rnd Aiming (4 hours)
First, second, and third siqhtin and aiming exercises.
Period 3. Positions and Sling Adjustment (4 hourin)
Prone, eittir'q, tncIinq, and stonaing positions, and eidju
hasty sJings.
went of the loop wind

..

'l)e:.iiie'i lesson outiinee are ptcsenId in Arpendi C.
Is

Period 4. Trigger Squeeze (3 hours)
Thrc.tz:->-. 4bde'e*'zc. exercises In the prone, sitting,.kneeiing, and standinig positions.
Period 5. Sustained Fire Exercipe (3 hours)
Taking pro~ne position rapidly and reloading.
Period 6. Sustained Fire Exercise (3 hours)
Tuking sitting position ýapidly and ielo6ling.
Period 7. Sustained Fire Exercise (3 hour.a)
Taking oll positiona rapidly and reloading.
Period e., 'Range Procedures and Safely Prccauthehs (I hour)
Operation oi firing line and pits and'safety mseasures.
Period 9. .Review and Examination (4 hours)
(a)9ýRevie~'of ol marksinanship instniction.
(b)) Performance examilnati on,
Period 10. k~'vlew Befo~c Firing (1 hour)
Special films on' mirksnianship.
3. RANGE PRNCTICE (40 Hours; 179 Rounds)Period 11. Instruction Practice, 1000" Firing (4 hours; '9 rounds)
First actual firing of rifle on any rori (lilve-round trfangulotion exercise),
'Okrid 12. Sight Changes, Battle Sight, add U.se of Score Card (4 hours)
Sight setting, windago, score card, zeroing, badte Sight,
and review of range procedure anid safety precautions.
Period 13. Instruction Prartice - K~nown-Disltance Zeroing (8 hours, 27 rotiiids)
Fire Table 1, Course B,)nco.
Pirlod 14, Instruction Practice.-Known-Distance Range (8 hours; 59 rounds)
(a) Fire Table 11,Course 13,,once,
(b) Fire Table IlI, Courseb1, once.
Period 15. lnstructlon,Practlce .,ýnown-Distance Range (8 hours; 42 round~s)
Wa Fire Table IV,CoursieB1, once.k
(b) Fire Table V. Course 7b, once.
Period 16. Record Prtactice- Kno~wn-Dlstance Range (8 hours: 42 rounds)
(a) Fire Table IV,Course B, once.
(b) Fire Table V, Course B, once.
4. TRANSITION -IRING, (20 Hours,, 198'Rounds)
PerfodI?,. Preliminary Instruction for rranslti~h(4 hours, 30 rounds)
Fire Table VI, Standard Course, (;lco;
Period 18, Trnzsition Firing- Instruct(oipqdad Record Practice (16 hours;
168 rounds)WadCuctreims
(a) Fire Table VII, 1Mandar ore tretm
Standard Co;p twice,
(b)-Fire Table VI%'(
EXPEMINMENTAL- MARKSMAririiIPl

COURSE

Fundamental Principles
t.hre repri-ttwitli
The aim of the expoe'imienta), course was to ::.-'e
toward
orienited
marksmansldfp
rifle
iin
training
of
basic
torami

effe~tive use 6f -his,,weapon in combat. The course was based upon
ttiiiee fuhdafineiiP4 prinIcpleýIs
targets clonsist of enem1 pesone.
1(1) o~ibtrifln.'s,
T
300 yards.
~(3Hs~ei6~t4~ntss n-a~i~l~bbeyond
Nidd ýpon,,hisnabilitv to-Hisý.efiep
neut~ralize Individual LNrei
Essential, Skills
deject tarkets,.
~usiz(l)
ýh
'The riflemlan's- task, is
(2Q')'ifii his rifle at- detected-,trg;11ý1 tnd, w fi~r6 tjd) iise tarkets With,
ouitdisarrantihg~his aim. Fbi eff( ", -combat
the
listed, ini. igre: In hddition-to iii' %ýqiallraining~in operi4ti
~rifle, were considered essential for thi.i,ýual nia'iksmihaishio iii~trct,(i6ný

.SKILLSýESSENTIAL FORNNDIVII4IALk

1INSTRUCTION

iASK

Fo

'1. Locating hostile
teSanneI -targets
the positions of
2. Mrarkilng
these targets with reference,~adiW
to n~earby oblects
t3. Estimoting the ranges of
thetse
targetsApeahnjsrie

DETcrIH

"ike,

TARGET

~ern
sttilonoy skt-)Tlsq
pe

*iiut.

1. ZeOi6ng the sights far

Retreating surpiisec

200 yards

~

AING
RIPIL TYE'

sigkt picture
Applying hold'sff for iongts
groaterthan 200 yards
*4. RaptIdl shifting paint of alin
5. Holding rifle istady

J

FilO

RIL

1. Employing a rapid. can-

'Aptopared
stptd or'-,
in unprepared'pa"tos hl

Laterally moving
rpieilote

wearing combat
dresse

pullI trgiger

Develo ment~of Targets and Ranges
The -ux4ent needzfor use/of realistic targets,, both in the experimental tratifingtand'in-the m~asuremerzi of marksmanship &kill under
Or
-~tngcombat,was evident ai an early stage in the
~itu'atidns
-planniing, Ai; npoextaing-tazget-dceice met these requirements, (levelopmeiltof rbalistie~tdrgts Was undartaken.
,Analysis indicated that the targeý nmost commonly en(-ounrtered by
;thie cofisbat, rif I'eman is a briefly-exoosizd, camouflaged, stationary human
silhouette. So ewhat leess often the target is a briefly -xposed, Indisti~v.feeting~silhouette, Two target devico, tv"re therefore developed:
(1) An electrically powered, stationa;',: mechanism which presen~s-a-pop-up, c-nmotiflaged silhouette target that falls if struck by a
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bullet (Figure 2). It-is designed to simulate a human figure that suddenly appears, remains exposed a few seconds, and then disappears.
It gives the trainee a "killable" target; it also has the advantage of
providing th.e firer with, immediate knowledge of his accuracy.
(2) A harWd-powbred, track-mounted carriage which briefly pre
sents a pop-up, ce nouflago,!, moving silhouette to the rifleman (Figure 3).
It is designed to simulate a human~figure that 8uddenlyapntars, briefly
exposes itself while 'changing positions, and then-disappears.
Details of the construcdior, of the two devices are given in Appendix
D. Enough of the devices were ,'roduced to construct a marksmanship

STATIONARY TARGET DEVICE
NOTE!SEE APPENDIX 0 FOR DESCRIPTION
OF CONSTRUCTION DETAILS,
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training rar,'e and a proficiency testing range. These ranges and the
training and testihg ranges developed for -target detection are described
in Chapter 4.
Outline of Experimental Marksmarship Course (74 Hour s; 343 Rounds)'
Period 1. Oientation (2 hours)
(a) Remarks and films concerning role of rifleman.
(b) Description and operation of MI.
Period 2. Care and Cleaning of Rifle (2 hours.)

(a) Disassembly, assembly, and cleaning.
(b) Rifle inspection.
Period 3. lntroduction to Firing the Rifle (4 hours; 3 irk, 4s)
(a) Range 6nd safety procedures on 1 i)' range.
(b) 'The rifle won't hurt ycu" demonstrt'.%.on.
(c) Demonstration firing on 1000' half-bull't-eyo targets.
(d) Practice firing on 1000" targets to point out differences
between trained and untrained firers.
(e) Demonstration firing on realistic targets to point up significance of errors (see Appendix D).
Perlud 4. Mechanical Training (4 hours)

Description, assembly, disassembly, operation, functioning,
stoppages, and immediate action.
Period 5. PreliminaryRifle 1nutruc~o'•i t Components of Shooting, Part I

(6 hours; 18 rounds)
(a) Instruction in steodlnose a•r!hWling, alghting and aiming,
and speed of fire in prone position.
(b) Live-round 1000' Instruction in steadiness and holding,
sighting and aiming, ..nd speed of fire on half-bull's-eye
targe"ts in prone position.
Period 6. PreliminaryRifle Instruction in Components of Shooting, Part I!

(8 hou•s; 24 rounds)
(a) Dry 1000' iiist",ction in Integration of positions with
steadiness and holding, sighting dnd aiming, an•d spe-d
of fire.
(1) Prone, supported and unsupported
(2) Standing, supported and unsupported
(3) Sitting, supported and unsupported
(4) Kneeling, suppo!ted and unsupported
(h) Livo-round 1000' instruction on above.
Period 7. Torget Ditectlon (4 hou:s)

(a) Location of camouflaged tugets.
(b) Range estimation.
Period 8. Behind the Lines Instruction (2 hours)
Concurreitly with Periods 6 and 7, additional dry triaiqulation
irstruction to correct errors found in sighting and aiining.
Per:od 9. Zeroing Procedere (2 hours)
Instruction in sight setting, score card, and range procedure.

'Detailed lesson outlines sre presented in Appendix E.
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Period 10. Zeroing on Known-Distance Range (4 hours; 18 rounds)
Zeroing of rifles on half-buil's-e6, targets for 200-yard
battle sight.
Period 11. Introduction to Realitic Stationary Targets (8 hours;-56 rounds),
(see Figures 2 and D-1;
(a) Slow fire'fro.T, vncious positions on pop-up targets atr75,
100, 150, !75, and 300 yards.
(b) Praclic in sinicli.idud loading.
-Period 12. Simulated Approach of Stationary Targets (4 hours; 40 rounds)
(a) Slow fire from supported foxhole, kneeling, and sitting
positions upon pop-up targets appearing successively from
300 to 75 yards.
(b) Practice in clip loading,
Period 13. Timed Fire Exercise, Using Surprise Targets (4 hours; 48 rounds)
Timed fire from supported and unsupported positions upon mixed
sequences of briefly exposed pop-up tdrqets.
Period 14. Timed Fire Exercihe, Using Surprise Targets, with Firer Astuming
Appropriate Position (4 hours: 32 rounds)
Timed fire, upon mixed nequences of briefly exposed pop-up
targets, from supported and unsupported positions rapidly assumed
upon presentation of the targets.
Feriod 15. Firing Practiceon Silhouetted Moving Targets (4 hours, 8 rounds)
(see Figures 3 and D-2)
Dry and live firing from supported, foxhole position upon loteoally moving pop-up targets at 200 yards with targets silhouetted
against a white background to Increase visibility and to make spot,
ting of missoa possIble.
Period 16. Firing Practice on Non-Silhouetted Moving aorgets (4 hours; 16 rounds)
Dry and live firing from supported, foxhole position upon laterally moving pop-up targels at 200 yards with targets not silhouetted
oaainst a white iickground.
Period 17. Firing While Advancing Upon SurpriseStationary Targets (4 hours;
32 rounds)
Timed fite upon mixed sequences of briefly exposed pop-up targets from supported and unsupported pesltions assumed while advancing. Position assumed upon appearance of targets.
Period ID. Firing Upon Disl&4•ftionwry Targets (4 hours; 48 rounds)
Timed fire upon brietly exposed pop-up targets at 300 and 175
yards from supported, foxhole po,.tton.

PREMISES AS REFLECTED IN THE CONVENTIONAL AND
EXPERIMENTAL. TRAINING PROGRAMS
The premises set forth in Chapter 2 define a situation which
approaches realistic combat. Devising a training program based on
these-premises presents a difficult problem. On the one hand, extreme
realism can result in safety hazards and scoring complicat ons. On the
other hand, emphasis on safety and scoring techniques c-ai decrease
realism to the point where training no loszge transferb to the
cotnat situation.

Conventional Course
An emphasis on safety seems to be characteristic of conventional
marksmanship training. Undue- emphasis on this point can give a. artificial aspect to the training procedures. The loss of realism which
results from an excessive concern with safety detracts from training in
requisite combat skills and risks developing in the trainee a fearful
attitude regarding bis weapon. The end result is a reduction in the
trainee's self-confidence and thus the possibility of less efficient combat performance.
In the conventional course there is a minimum of training in one
of the primary skills required of a combat rifleman-namely, the ability to detect, mark, and estimate the ranges of targets. The standard
transition course, designed to bridge the gap between known-distance
and field firing, does not stress target detection. No attempt is made
to camouflage the clearly visible silhouette targets, or to conceal
their locations.
Having the recruit wear combat uniform and equipment while he
is being trained would also appear desirable. In the cnnventinnnl (eAinrse
of marksmanship training, the trainee does most of his firing without
combat equipment.
Realism seems to be lacking in the teaching of the various firing
positions. The firer Is instructed to "mark" places on the ground
-where heels, hand, or rifle butt should be placed, so that in final position the rifle will be automatically pointed at the correct targeta.procedure which bears little resemblance to combat conditions,
where the localion at which targets will appear is unknown. There is
little training mi the technique of assuming various positions naturally
and quickly for emergency situatiois, such as ambush. It addition,
little training is given in speedily securing ammunition from different pockets of the cartridge belt or in reloading while on the move.
More serious, emphasis Is placed or. sustained delivery of a number
of rounds at a clearly defined target, rather than on the combat requirement of rapid delivery of a few round& each at one oe more
obscure '9trgets.
Although the majority of combat firing positions are '!supported"
(that Is, the firer employs rock, stump, or rubble for rifle steadiness),
such positions, particularly the foxhole position, are not emphasized
in training, The majority of the conventional practice firing is done
irom unsupported positions.
In conventional preliminary marksmanship training, there is a
basic tevet which tends to reduce accuracy of fire. In sigh~xng and
aiming instruction, trainees are taught to use a six o'clock hn-ld at the
bottom of the bull's-eye to achieve a center hit. As noted prt.'ously,
this procedure Introduces three errors, which when transferred to combat firing result in a tendency to fire over the top of the target, even
though sight alinement and sight picture may be perfect.
Another characteristic of the coventional program is the 'iso of
unrealistic targets. The silhouette targets on the U
tion range are
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clearly defined. On the quick-fire course there is lack of realistic
effects in the design of the pop-up and moving targets. Also, the inclusion of speciallymarked "friendly" targets on this course introduces
a hesitancy factor of questionable value. No training is given with fastmoving targets, which would provide practice in estimating the lead
necessary to hit Luch targets,
Experimental Course

c.

In the c xperimental program, an attempt was made to adhere to a
course which combined realism, safety, and reliable scoring in such a
way as not to jeopardize either the validity of the training or its reliable assessment.
Because of the necessity for many firing points, and consequent
narrow lanes of fire, the lateral nature of the rifleman's battle targets
could not be ideally stressed on the training and proficiency ranges,'
However, the initial skill of obtaining correct line of sight upon a low
outline target at an unknown range was emphasized. The utilization of
cover by the enemy was simulated on both the detection training range
and proficiency range by use of camouflage, and by emplacing targets
in such a manner as to leave natural cover and terrain undisturbed.
Target realism was provided by employing the olive-drab pop-up
silhouette targets. The surprise element of the rifleman's target was
introducedby exposing targets-at irti-,gular time Intervals, briefly, and
at unknown distances. The trainee was required to detect his target
quickly in-order. to-firo a fast, well-ainiedround. Movingas wellas
statonary tai'gets were employed, the stationary target being designed
to drop when hit and the moving target designed to drop at the end of
its run. The proficiellcy range was realistic In that natural wooded
terrain was utilized for hidden locations and fleeting appaarances of
the targets.
In view of the fact that most of the rifleman's targets occur at
ranges within 300 yards, the experimental marksmanship course
stressed firing practice at these distances. On the marksmanship
proficiency range -the -maximum target distance was 350 yards.
To teach the skill of target detection the troops were taught how
to select likely target locations, recognize fleeting target indications
(such as dust, flash, or movement), mark their positions, and estimate
their ranges.
Emphaiis was upon supported firing. Approximately 64 per cent
of total rounds expended were fired from supported standing, kneeling,
or sitting positions, in contrast to the 32 per cent fired from these
positions in the conventional program. Trainees were also taught to
assume appropriate firing posit(ons when confronted with successively
appearing surprise targets.
To eliminate the errors introduced by the six o'clock hold, the
trainees were taught to zero to hit the point of aim. For this purpose,

'See Chapter 4.
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half-bull's-eye targets were used,
so that the point of aim would be
the center of the bull's eye (Figure
4). When firing upon. silhouette
targets, trainees were instructed
to aim at the lower edge of the seen
mass, which in actuality is usually
well above the center of mass, A
200-yard battle sight was adopted,
in an attempt to reduce trajectory
error in firing upon targets within

HALF.BULL'S-EYE TARGET

300 yards.
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____-___
_ __
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_

SCALE (inch.s)
Figure 4
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In 'iring on targets at a dis
tance of more than 200 yards, the
trainees were taught to use holdoff. In firing on moving targeýý,
they were given instruction in
leading the target.
In field firing exercises in the

experimental course, the trainees
were habituated to the combat uniform with steel helmet and pack.

COMPARISON OF IMPLEMENTATION-OF LEARNING PRINCIPLES
IN CONVENTIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMS
Transfer of training may be defined in two ways: first, In respect
to the relationship between skills acquired during training and their
application in combat; second, in regard to the ease of learning within
the training program.
In the first sense, transfer of training is concerned with the validity of training materlal. Marksmanship training should teach the skills
that will be effective in the trainee's future role as a combat rifleman.
To the extent that the experimental program approximated the real
situation, transfer would be greater than for the conventional program.
Transfer of training in the second sense refers to the integration
of training material An such a way as to facilitate progressive learning
of the various skills. In the conventional program 30 hours of preparatory marksmanship instructionare given before the trainee fires a shot.
Implicit in this Instruction is the assumption *atl transfer will take
place when the weapon is fired. In contrast, the experimental program
provided introductory firingin the fifth hour of instruction and througbout the remainder of rifle Instruction. Hence, under the experimental
program, learningwas facilitated by !ntegration of habits early in tramning.
Concurrent training behind the firing lines provided repetition of
basic marksmanshipand target detection principles throughout the entire
experimental coarse. Stuch arrangement of materiti helped the trainee
to understand the relation of one training phase to ano aer, and to the
task as a whole.
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Success In maintaining motivation is limited in tVie conventional
program. Firers may remain idle for as much as two hours of a day's
fii ;ig on the known-distance range while scoring discrepancies between
firing line and pits are being seitled. In contrast, the experimental program devoted early practice fireto the 1000" rarnge, on whieAh scores
are easily and quickly obtained. Emphasis on inimediate knowledge of
rsults wa applied also in target detection training, wherein the trainee
was informed at once of success or failure, and in later field firing, In
which the pop-up, knock-down target gave immediate knowledge bf
accuracy. Possible fear of the weapon was alleviated by e2monstrations,
early In' training, in which cadre fired the MI rifle off the thigh, belly,
arnd chizi.
Thi. corventional'program stresses training details that are riot yet
experimentally supported. For example, trainees are taught 'hat in the
prone pi~sition the angl&made by the pupil's spine and the rifle should
be 30 degreep or less, and that in the kneeling position the right thigh
should fc!rm an an,-le of 90 degrees with the line of aim. The experimental p•ogram, on the other hand, stressed the skills of assuming a
firing pdsition quickly and selecting the most appropriate position
for engating the target at hand.
COMMENTS ON TROOP BEHAVIOR
Discipllne, control, military courtesy, and the customs of the ser-vice within the Task TRAINFIRE- unit were strictly and carefully
enforced. The trainees were housed in an Officer Candidate Area where
high stand.trds were established and me intained from the outset of
the project
There were no cases of nonjudicial punishment (company punishment) undeii Article 15, Uniform Code of Military Justice (5 May 1050),
and no trials by court-martial. There were no cases of absence without
official leaie and no venereal disease. No military police delinquency
reports were received on trainees of the unit. Reports from theater,
service clutli library, and post exchange operating personnel Indicated
good discipline, good soldierly appearance, and respect for property.
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Chopter 4

PROFICIItCY TESTING

MARKSMANSHIP
Description of Range
The rifleman's targets, tn combat, may be characterized generally
as being camouflaged, surpr'ise targets, which appear momentarily
and can often be detdected only 'by fleeting Indications. They appear
largely within a range of 300 yards, with the majority between 50 and
200 yards. These targets are engaged more frequently from supported
than from unsupported firing positions.
The no'arksmanship range.desigi)ed to test-the proficiuncy of all
three groups, was constructed to approximate as closely as possible
the target situitioe encountered by the rifleman in daylight combat
firing, within necessary consideratons of measuremenit and safety
(see Figure 5). Pop-up targets were placed at 50-yard intervals, from
50 to 350 yards, insuring measurement of performance over a number
of ranges. The targets from 50 to 200 yardt• were exposed for five
seconds, and those from 250 to 350 yards for 10 secondh, Camouflaged,
laterally moving targets were placed at ranges of 100 and 300 yards,
to provide for measurement of performance on such targets at near
and distant ranges.
All targets'were emplaced in such a way as to leave natural terrain
andisturbed, and the olive-drab silhouettes were further camouflaged
by coloring them to blend into the background foliage or brush. The
element of surprise was introduced by exposing the targets In a mixed
order, and by varying the t.me intervals between successive exposures.
To provide for supported firing, a standing-foxhole firing line was
constructed. Unsupported firing performance was measured by having
the firer assume a position of his own choice In front of the foxhole line.
The primary differeaces between the test range and the training
range (Figure 6) which had been used by the experimental group lay in
the nature of the. terrain and target emplacements. The training terrain
was flat, open, and clear of brush and trees. Trninimg targets were
openly bilhouetted, and easily located In the narrow tiring lanes. By
contrast, sections of the terrain of the test range were wooded, sloping
downward to a lateral swamp line at approximately 150 yards, t'-en
gradually rising to ground covered by brush, trees,, n uigh grass.
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MARKSMANSHIP PROFICIENCY RANGE
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Construction of wide firing lanes and camouflaging of targetOn on the

test range provided a complex detection problem. Fl'ithermore, a
greater range of target distances was provided in the test situation.
Test!ng Procedure
Details of troop movwment, orientntion, and scorinrg procedure are
-iven in Appendix F.
A total of 56 targets were presented to the fiy ,r, allowing a possible hit score of 56. Forty of these targets were !.red upon from the
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.MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING RANGE
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10000
RANGE

supported standing-fo~hole psion -The. firer then-jimoVed~down range
to a 50O:yard~marker and'-fieg ub6n.16 tkargets, ,uging anmunsupbofted
-firing-position of'his own choice..
Eaich firer was accompanied.'iy-a scoxe6i,, who'also seevedi asaz
6afety mzan. The-entire testing procedure Sfor~a firing order Ihstedapproxi;natbly-,3O mninutesý
Procedures to Ensure Ufiiforiw csin
fobihdt~rýicir-accurate and,
Certain-procedures ýVeý,
on ectarget.
-fir
reliable sco. ing.' No more-hitofi~oe rourid ii
Afie"r-'eac'h'serieis-ofeight~tatrg~ti,:w-aipens -e&lOcare d;and a~fiqesh
'Cliprloadod so- that a firer would fibi-he penaiized for :reloading wi'6n
targiitsý appe'ared.
-Just before-firing the proficiency test,-, Vepis W6;e ihdi vidually,
ciretcked-to insure-i t~ithey,-,er6 operafional an''fthat proper bat~1eSights 'we're seoifvf the weapons. Also, t6-the-extent poasbie, groups
on-firing pi~onts,
,were equally r'epresented iii firing orders andU
Only -one lot ýqf- ammuniltlon was, emptoyed -for all- testiog. All
trainees had new weapons. Me'mbers of C-41 were Issued, new -weapons
npon-arrival- at, Fort Beanning, and-,zerbed them on h- known -distfia~e
range prior to firing the proficiency test.
iBoth-control- 'roups~Iirdd upon Whe pJob~up tar ets and fam~larized
themselves with the-situatidjn. Each mgh-fiied eight rouhds-fronii~the
foxhole po~ltion~at the 1OG-ya -rd targets -on-t'he training range.
In additfion neither trainees nor cadre Were allowed -on the
P~roficiency rangei-or given any inioriiuitidn-regarding- the rangesI
.Orior to testing. Scorers did not-know to-which grott.p the firers
belonged and were,'not allowed to converse with or atid tic !Ir~rs
except when nec'eissary.
-

TARGET DE.TtCTIONý
Description of Ran a
The detection, proficiency range,(Figure '/) was located to meet
thesetr~quirerriehta: (1)-a 120-degi'ee sector of visibility over, rolling
teiraln' whlch 'p'r~vied-cover out to a range of -350 yaids; (2) proximity
to the, firing, range,
To fitcilitate referenice and scoringý ,3atural landmarks such as
bushes. -trees, -or hed~ges -were identIfied toy twurfoot l.atters. The
human targets_-were nO) located ýat or near these letters, but they
servgd as~roferences tikom which trainees could report tho-locatioti of
detected 'targets.
-Inth~e selection of target locations, the main considoration was
that each ta-get-ba yisible-froni all-portiona of the obsger~at~orx line.
Thre target locdtions afforded barely sufficlent:- oncealffent fo a prone
target to remaihi Uflsegf. VTrgets were dispersed over the. gotirp
observation sector -to -aygid- ny concentration A ony, range or in
any direction.
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TARGET DETECTION PROFICIENCY RANGE
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Target indications were selected with a view to realism. These
indications occurred in order, -from difficult to easy, during the four
phases of a trial. Phase I indication always consisted of motionless,
camouflaged targets. Diring Phase 2, the target indications consisted
of slow movement, such as raising head and shoulders or moving from
side to side. Phase 3 was characterl zed bynmore readily detectable
target indications, such as rapid movement or exposure of shiny helmet
liners. Phase 4 terminated the series with the target firing a blank,
which gave ihe additional cues of sound, flash, and qi n-P? to make
detection easier.
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i

The pr'imary diffe,-6-,be between 'he test range and the detection
-tr.ý.-Aiing range.Q~igure B'flay-in'the utilization of different tracts of
lar.Although .bbth areas were sparsely covered with bushes and tall
grdss,, the coverage was greater on 1,he test range. In addition, the
targets on the test ranige appeared in a different sequence and at dhierent
ranges than those on the training range.
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Testing Procedure

Details of the testing procedure are given in Appendix F. Subjects
were given 14 trials of four phases each. During each phase, they
were allowed 30 seconds to search the observation field. After they
had recorded their answers to a particular phase, the target indication
for the next phase was presented. After Phase 4, subjects faced away
from the observation field while the soldier representing the target
proceeded to a new location. After the target reached the new location, a new trial began.
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Chapter 5

RESULTS OF PROFICIENCY TESTING

To the extent that the proficiency course approximates the target
situation encountered by the combat rifleman, the results presented in
this chapter reflect the relative levels of preparation of the three groups
for combat firing. Results for the Marksmanship and Target Detection
Proficiency Tests are summarized in this section. Tabular results and
detailed statistical analyses appear in Appendix A.
MARKSAIAN•H•p

PROFICIENCY

Analysis of Data
The firing data were analyzed in terms of., (1) number of hits,
obtained by counting the number of times the firer hit the targets;
(2) number of misses, obtained by subtracting the number of hits from
the number of rounds fired; (3) derived proficiency sc-)re, obtained by
subtracting the number of misses from the number of hits.
As a measure of proficency, number of hits has the lim'tation that
it does not reflect the total 'number of rounds fired; for example, two
firers may obtain the same score 1-:k'differ considerably in the total
number of rounds expended to acrlieve (nat snore.
Number of misses is subject to the same limitation; for example,
score of 25 misses may be obtained by getting 20 hits out of 45 rounds
fired, or 0 hit3 out of 25 round I fired.
In evaluating these two measures, it follows that if one group has
more hits and an equal or smaller number of misses, or an equal number of hits and a smaller number of minres tharv a second group, tile
first group is superior to the second. If the two groups have the same
number of hits and misses they are equal in performance. However, if
one group has both more hits and more misses than the other group, a
new quest'1n arises: Which 1,i more important-the numberof hits alone
or the n'tmber of hits per number of rounds fired ?
The derived p.oficiency score reflects the relationship among num
ber of rounds fired, number of hits, and number of misses. The score
has the following characteristics:
(1) A positive score indicates that th, . .- be., of hits is greater
than the number of misses (20 hits minus 10 mias--s = 10).
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(2) A negative score indicatcs that the number of misses is
greater than the number of hits (10 hits minus 20 misses = -10).
03) A scoreof zero indicates anequal numberof hits and misses"
(20 hits minus 20 misses . 0).
(4) The score is reduced as the number of misses increases
(20 hits minus 2 misses = 18; 20 hits minus 12 misses = 8) or as the
number of hits decreases (20 hits minus 2 misses = 18; 10 hits minus
2 misses = 8).
(5) The score is increased as the number cf misses decreases
(20 hits minus 12 misses = 8; 20 hits minus 2 misses = 18) or as the
number of Aits increases (10 hits minus 2 misses - 8; 20 hits minus
2 misses = 18).
(6) Parallel increases or decreases in both lilts and misses
leave the proficiency sqere unaffected; for example, equal increments
(20 hits minus 2 misses z 18; 30 hits minus 12 misses = 18) or equal
decrements (30 hitc uinuis 12 misses - 18; 20 hits minus 2 misses = 18).
The proficiency score thus expresses relationships but does not
provide information on the actual number of hits obtained or rounds
fired. Therefore, to present both aspects of the picture of performanzo
on the proficiency test, data on actual number of hits and misses are
presented in conjunction with the proficiency score.
Using the above measures, where applicable, groups were compared
ont (1) the total course, (2) stationary and moving targets, (3) firing Irom
supported and unsupported positions, (4) each clip of 8 rounds, and
(5) firing at various ranges.
Total Course
To determine whether the experimental train ing method was generally superior to the conventional method in proparing basic trainees
for combat firing, the average total test scores of the three groups
wore-compared.
llt.s. Group E obtained a significantly'greater average number of
hits than either C-I or C-lI (see Figures 9 and 10). Out of a total of
56 target exposures, the average man In Group E obtained two more
hits thanl did the average man in Group C-I, and four more hits than did
tie averagd man in Group C-Il. The average number of hits for the
groups were: E, 22.8; C-I, 21.1, and C-II, 19.0. C-Il, the group which
received its first four weeks of training Ina training division, performed
Agniiflcantly less well than did C-I.
Misses. Groups E and C-I did not differ to any extent in average
number of misses (Figure 11), but both had defvnitely fewer misses
thmn C-Il. The averages for number of misses were 22.1, 23.4, and
26,6 for E, C-I, and C-I!, respectively.
Proficiercy Scores. An analysis of proficiency scores showed that
only Group E obtained a greater average numhor of hits than of misses
(see Figuree 12 and 13). Boil control groups differed significantly from
Group E, and from each other, and had a greater average number of

""Sigelficantly'
3,d

is used in the statistical -sense throughout this chut.tr. See Appendix A.
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misses than of hits. The average proficiency scores were .7, -2.3,
ind -7.7 for E. C-I, and C-II, respectively.
Further analyses compared the relative performance of the three
groups on specific aspects of the total course. Such analyses were
necessary to determine whether the superiority of Group E was, in
facti general or primarily a reflection of marked superiority on specific aspects of the test,
Stationary Targets
F'ts. Firing against stationary targets, obtairnc-I a significantly
Out of a total
greater average number of hits than either C-I or -
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DERIVED PROFICIENCY SCORES ON MARKSMANSHIP FOR ALL GROUPS
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S~of
44 target exposures, E hit an average of 19.7, while C-I and C-It,
S~obtained averages of 18.4 and 16.5, respectively, C-1 had a significantly greater average number of hits than did C-11.

Misses. The average npmber of stationary targets missed was

approximately the same for Groups E and C-1, and both groups scored
a significartly smaller average number of misses than C-11. The averages were 14.5, 15.3, and 18.6 for E, C-I, and C-II, roespectively.

Proficincy Scores. As on the over-all score, the average profi-

ciency score for Group E on the stationary targets (5.2) was positive
and significantly superior to the scores of the control grojps. In contrast to its negative proficiency score for the total course, C-I had a
positive proficiendy score of 3.1 on stationary targets: thks, E and
C-I both averaged mrer hits than misses on stationary targets. C-I1
scared significantly lower than E and C-I, having an average negative
proficiency scure of -2.2.
Mloving Targets
Hits. With a total of 12 target exposures, the average scores were
3.1, 2.7, 4rd 2.5 for E, C-I, and C-I1, respectively. The differences
among these averages were not statistically significant.
Mlsses. Average scores were 7.5 "or Group E, and 8.0 for b ,th
C-I and C-I. These differences were not significant.
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Proficiency Scores. The groups did not differ to any extent and
tl'' all obtained negative avervigki proficiency scores for moving targets,
for C-I1. Considering moving targets
fY;
-4.5 for E, -5.3 for C-I, asid separately, all groups thus avi~r•ged more misses than hit-s.
Supported Position'
Hfis. Inofiring from a supp0ctdd position, the groups differed sig.nificabntly one from another in mean number of hits, with E scoring the
greatest average number of hits aird C-il the least. Out of a total of 30
target exposures, the-avei'ages were 13.6, 22.7, and 10.8 for E, C-L and
C-Il, respectively.
Miss6s. E'and C-I had approximately the saIme-average number of
misses on supported firing. C.!II made a significantly higher average
number of mis•s than either of the other groups. The averages for E,
C-I, and C-Il were 9.5, 10.0, and 12.3 for supported firing.
Proficiency Scores. In the supported position, E's average profi;ciency score was 4.2, which was significantly higher than that of-either
control group. 'C-i also obtained more hits tWan misses on supported
firing with an average proficiency score of 2.8. C-1L. with an average
icurd-of -1.5,-had more misses than hits and was significantly below
both 1,and C-I.
Unsupported'Position'
Hits. -On unsupported firing, the groups did-not diffdr to anyextent.
Out of a total of 14 target exposures, averages were 5.9 for E and 5.6
for both C-I and C-Il.
Misses. E and C-I had approximately the same number of misses
on unsupported firing. C-4I scored significantly more misses than
either of -,e other groups. The averages weredi.1, 5.4, and'6.2 for E,
C-I. and C-II, respectively.
Proficiency Scores. On unsupported firing, E and C-I both had
more hitsthan misses, and made about the same scores. Group E
dilfered significantly from C-lI, which had more misses than hits. The
control groups did not differ significantly. The average proficiency
scores for E, C-I, and C-Il, respectively, were .9, .4, and -. 7.
Per Cent flits Over Clips and Ranges
Supplementary Information was obtained by inspection of thd percentagc of hits scored hy the-trainees. These data were examined In
terms of clips and ranges.
Clips. An examination of the per cent hit scores for clips I to 5
shows a gradual increase in per cent hits over successive clips. For
'The analysis for th,) supported position (standing forhole) deals only with sta!onafy

targets. The moving targets were pit.scored ufter each fitiag order; thus, novlng-tur :z scores
could not be Incuided Inthe positions analysis.
'The analysis for unsuppofted positions deals only with -to ,try targets. The moving
targot were pit-scored after each firing order, and thus moving tar:.. scores ouuld not be included
in the positions analysis.
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all three groups combined, 35 per cent hits were achieved on clip 1 as
compared with 54 per cent hits on clip 5. The individual groupper
cents on clip I were 40, 35, and 27 for E. C-I, and C-Il, respectivdly,
while on clip 5 ihe corresponding per cent scores were 57, 53, •'nd 4.
The increases in percentage of hits from clips I to 5 probably were
due largely to the trainees learning the placement o1 the targets.
Ranges. Further examination of the percentage. hit scros shows,
as might be expected, a marked decrease- in hits :as, range Jýbrbased' for
stationary targdts. Beginning at 50 yards and inciea'sing the-i'an&. in
50-yard increments to 350 yards, the combined per cent hit scoies
were 87, 68, 38, 31, '17, 18, and 17. Examiration of the data for the individual
groups indicates that the per cent scores of E arze higher than theso ".f
C-I, which are in turn higher, at most ranges, than the scores of C-Il.
Although 'the relative positions of~the three groups are generally consistent, a reversal occurs between E and C-Lat 350 yards,,and.b".,twean
C-I and C-1f at 50 and 300 yards.
TARGET DETECTION
The targ.'t detection data were analyzed in terms of average number
of detections and median phase of detection. Analy3es of the average
number of detecti6ns (Figure 14) yieldedcomparisons of the relative
ability oq the groups todctect targets, and reflected differences in the

AVERAGE NUMBER OF''TARGET DETgCTIONS, BY PHASE, FOR ALL GROUPS
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abtltty to detet...targets of varying degrees of difficulty. Consideration
of the median phas Ie~of detecti6n prroviae~d'-frther knowledge of relative
perforiiia'n~ce in detection probl.ems3 varying in difficulty. Performances
in Phases 1,-2. and 3'-a're~ihe most s ignific~ant since these not only were
more~dif66mit~but involvid d.tection 6f targets :prior to the targets firingabn the-.observe'ýs Fourteen targets were presented; therefore, a
maximum score ofý i4was att'alnab~le.
Number of Detections
'In Ph~'se 1, the 'mcst diffiti~lt phase, in which the camouflaged
human 'target wats.'moilbihess, Group E detected a significantly greater
average number/cfý Largkls tAhan either of the control grotips. The control grouos did noti differ' to'iny ek-tent. The averages were 2.0, 1.3,
.and,-I.O for E,, C-I, -and C-lI, respectively,ý
GrVouppE adain a'chieved daslgnificanitly greater average number of
detections than either of the control groups by the end of Phase 2,
in which thel-arget. moved slightly and slowly. The respective averages
for E,rC-1, and C-II were 4.2, 3.1, a'nd 2.6. C-I did not differ significanitiy' from C-IL'By- theL end of M~aae 3, in *hlch 'movement increased, the average number' of detectlon'ý achieved by E was, 7.5, slgniflcaz,,rly supeOr~ir to those of the two control groups, wilth averages of 5.0 and
5.8,, respectiVely.
Bythe,eztd.of Pha'se', Which In~cluded the target firing a blank,
had been detected. The averages were
ffiioqt-of thfey 14 avlal'agt
I il 12.5, ahd-130b forEý C4-!;, and C-UI, respectively. The di,..erences
Vbfwin C-I and C-il, were significant.
betweenE and C-1, miard
IAWirther indic'atiqn of the relative ability of the three groups was
provided by~an analysis' of the percentage of indvi~vduals able to detect
all targeti. Fifty?-flv6,per cent of Group E detected all targets, comnýqared to~37i-per cent of C-I and 32 per cent of C-il. the two control
groups ware: significantly Inferior to E and did not differ significantly
from each other.
Phase of Detect~ion
An analysts of the median phase of detection scores indicated that
the lndtvlditk~lq of Group E~ detected targrets in significantly earlier
phadse& than did those of the combined control groups. Median phase
of detectiok-scores were 3,2 and 4.0 respectively for E and the coinblrned control groups.
Additional evidence of the superiority of Group E is presented by
fA~Vomparisat of the maximu'm number of detections achieved during
Phav., 1. Only two. individuals from the control groups, ot'e from C-I
and o:,e frorn.C-41, achieved a tcinl of rour detections during Phase 1.
In contrast, eight men equaled and 10 men surpassed this performance
fromn Grqup E. This difference between F' --.? tha control groups
was significafit.
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RANGE ESTIMATION
To determine the relative ability cf the three groups in correctly
estimating range, the average number of correct estimations of range
of detected targets was compared for the three groups. An estimate
was considered correct if it was within 25 " rds of the actual range of
the target. Out o&a possible score of 14 correct, Group E averaged
8.9 correci and both C-I and C-il-averaged 7.8 correct. Group E was
significantly superior to hoth control groups.
SUMMARY AND,-DV3CUSSION OF RESULTS

*

The analyses discussed in the preceding sections revealed a generally consistent pattern in the data,,which are summarizedin the paragraphs that follow. AAlthough this cons.*steney reduces the necessity for
detailed discussion, certain features bear additional consideration.

Hits
The e6perlmental group proved superior to the control groups on
average number of lits for the total course, as well as for stationary
targets and-firing from a supported position. On moving targets and
firing from unsupported positions the differences in favor of E were
not significant. The comparisons between the control groups-showed
C-I to be significantly superior on the total course, stationary targets,
and firing from supported and unsupported positions.
Group E's lack of superiority in unsupported firing probably was
due to the fact that less emphasis was placed on this kind of firing
practice In the, experimental program. Whereas the conventional program allots approximately 68 per cent of the training rounds to unsup,ported positions, the experimental program apportioned only 36 per
cent. In~spite of this fact, E's performance measured up to that of C-I
and C-Il.
Average hit scores on the moving targets, though not significantly
different:, were in favor of E at both ranges. Such a consistent trend in
the data suggests that increasing the presnt number of rounds (24)
allotted to nmbving-target training In the experimental program would
significantly improve the ability to hit these targets.
Misses
The experimental group had the lowest miss scores on the total
course, on firipg at stationary and moving targets, and on firing from
supported and unsupported positions, but none of the differences between
E and C-I was signiticant. In all areas except that of moving targets,
C-Il had a significantly higher number of misses than either E or C-I.
Since in no instance (lid E have a greater average number of misses,
the observed superiority of Group E in average" , -:bhe," of hits was not
achieved at the expense of a parallel increase in t.,e average number
of misses.
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Profibiency Scores
Group E had significantly higher proficiency scores on the total
course, as well as fii-ing at stationary targets and from sunported
-positicns. On firing at moving targets, as Well as from unsupported
positions, the differencesýbetween E and C-I were not significant. In
all areas except moving targets, C-II was significantly inferior to E

andC-I.
Whereas one or both of the control groups made negative average
proficiency scores--more- !zses than hits-in each analysis, Group 1
made only one such score, on moving targets.
Consideration of the analyses of these three measures of performance on~the marksmanship test range indicates that the better scores
made byGroup E cannot be attributed to greater volume of fire. Rather,
the scores reflect more efficient use, of the rifle against combattype targets.
Targ6t Detection
All target detection differences showed the superiority of the expermental training course. Group E detected a significantly greater numberof targets than did thecontrol groups. The individuals of E detected
targets -in-significantly earlier phases of the test than did the men in
C-land C-II, and in addition, a significantly greater number of individuals in-E were able to detect all the targets. The maximum number of
detections achieved In the earliest phase of the test were significantly
in favor of E. -Out of seven separate analyses of the data C-I and C-II
differed significantly on only one.
The superiority of Group E in detecting targets attests to the
effectiveness of only a few hours of this type of training. These reaults
indicate that target detection trairilig, as well as the actual marksmanship training recelved by E, was an influential variable.
Range Estimation
A -significantly greater number of correct range estimations
was achieved by the experimental group; C-I and C-Il did not
differ significant!y.
Differences Between Control Groups
The Inclusion of two control groups, trained by the same training
procedure butat-different Army-posts, was considered a prerequisite
to unbiased evaluation of the experimental marksmanship course. Analysis of hlie proficiency data showed that the marksmanship of-Control
GC'oup I, tirained a, Fort lBenning along with "le experimental group,
was generally superior to that of Control Group II, trained izo a regular
training division.
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Differehces in the performance of the.two groups had been exp~ected
to result from differences in motivation'-(which were expected to fa4or
C-I)-and.:' the amount of experience of their instructors .(which were
expected to favor C-II). A-Vrecise assessment of the infiuence-of elher
of these variables is imostb1#lr.
In addition, anumber of other factors may have affected the groups'
performance. Inquiry revealed-that despite" the, request for troops who
had completed th'e first four weeks of training i`naccordanc6 with
ATP 21-114, the troops procured from Fort Jadk'on~had not fired Transition Tables VII and VIII; .which are normally given in the fourth week
of training. These tables.enco.npass 16 hours.of training time and 163.
rounds live firing practide, factors which could have accounted fo the
differences-between the two conitrol groups 'in test psrformance.
It was also learned.that dlfferent.procedures had been followed for
C-I and C-I in qualification firing on the known-distanceri-ange, prior
to troop testing. Wheraasthe-jraien in C•-Iwere permitted to fire but
once for'\qualification, \those fl C-II who failed to qualify on the first
firing Were re-fired. 1o information was available on thM number of
men in C-II who re-fired, nor the number of times they re-fired. Thus,
amundetermined nunmber of subjects i'nC-II fir ed an additional 42 rounds,
or some muitiple thereof, during their qualification firing. The effect
of this additional known-diatance firing on later proficiency testing
is unknown, but presumably it.would-teud toi-alse the average score
of C-I1. ,The two groups were not comparable with respect to knowndisthnce qualification scores. None of C-I1 failed.to qualify, Whereas
23 per ceit-of C-I failed todoso.
The known 'factors which, logically, would be expected to favor C-I
were (1) higher motivation and (2) transition firing experience. The
aspects .which',presumably favored C-Il were (I) training under more
experienced instructors and (2) higher KD qualification-scores, on
the average.
In view of these considerations, it Is impose.ible to determine precisely the variables which accounted for the superiority of C-I over
C-Il in marksmanship proficiency testing.

"
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Chapter 6

PILOT TEST ON TECHNIQUE OF RIFLE FIRE

BACKGROUND
With the completion of proficiency testing, it was possible to conduct a one-day pilot study'designed to:
(1) Test trainee ability to apply, against hidden targets, the
target detection technique taught in the detoctio'i phase of marksmanship instruction.
(2) Test individual readiness foil-more advanced techniq,&of
rifle fire training.
(3) Study the problems involved and facilities required in suitably designed advanced training in technique of rifle fire for small
-groups (squads). A specifid-guestion was: How easily can an existing
Technique of Fire Range be mliodified for use on this problem?
In inidividual basic training, difficulty of measurement has made it
impractical to Include safely such elements of combatrifle fire as:
(1) Engagement 6f hidden targets detectable only by fleeting
indications such as dust, noise, and smoke.
(2) Neutralization of dangerous unseen targets.
TEST FROCEDURE AND RESULTS
The general situation i'vw6ved a squad advancing across an open
area and engaging hidden targets which p-roduccd-cues such as smoke,
flash, dust, and sound,
The 10 eight-man squads used in this test were drawn from the two
platoons of experimentally trained men~used in the marksmanship training study. Since these trainees had never previously fired as a squad,
about 20 minutes of preliminary instruction were given to the 10
participating squads.
Although detailed individual records were not kept, about 20 per cent
of the rounds fired by each squad hit the targets, or about 50 rounds per
squad. The distribution of fire was surprisingly good; all squads hit all
targets, except for a single squad which mJ zsed one target. The flank
targets received fewer hits than the central tai pets, part;cularly those
in the immediate rear of the machine guns.
",edetails of this 1Iot study appear in Arpendix G.
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The participants advanced rapidly, observed instructions carefully,
and hif. the ground fast. It was observed that men, unable-to see the target after rapidly taking the ýrone pozition, often modified their position
to a kneel or crouch so as to achieve the minimum exposure compr.tiblc
with effective fire. Some men moved~forwardýo achieve a better firing
position. In addition, traineeos corrected their fire on the basis of observation that the bullets were 'striking the ground. The men displayed an
active interest in the problem. Many questions were asked, both prior
to the exercise and in the post-exercise critique.
Experienced observers considered these squads :better fitted for
combat, as far as ability to successfully-engade combat-type targets was
concerned, than many squads they had seen in actual combat.
The general conclusions for the pilot study are:
(1) Training in target detection given during the experimental
marksmanship Instruction can be successfully applied to the engagement
of hidden targets indicated only by dust, noise, and' smoke.
(2) Experimentally trained inductees w ere'quallfibd for advanced
training in technique of fire after one month of basic training.
(3) Existing combat ranges can be modifi~dito pernfit their use
in realistic combat-type firing problems with reasonabig-minoi changes.
(4) The Importance of aids, which can be'controlledto produce
realistic lnd',cations of small arms flash, smoke, and sound as well as
Indications of minor movements, warrants'high-priority developmental
effort. The dust produced by the measures described wait excessive and
oversimplified tnrgetdetection.
(5) The briefing methods used immediately prior to execution
of a firing problem proved an effective means of Instruction and are
warranted as a graphic review even when prior instruction has been given.
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Appendix A

STATISTICAL ANALYSES

This appendix includes tables with measures of central tendency
'(means and medians) and measures of dispersion (standard deviations).
Inrmjediately following each table of means and standard deviations,
related tables with summaries of statistical analyses for significant
differences are presented. The summaries include statistical ratios,
degrees of freedom, and probabilities associated with the ratios and
their'stipulated degrees of freedom. In all cases, the differences among
means-were first analyzed by means of the F-ratio and, where probabilities of. .10,or less were found, individual comparisons between means
were madecby use of, Student's _. The degrees of freedom associated
with the t-tests are identical to the degrees of freedom listed second in
conitee6tio;n with the F-values.
-Whimn comparisons between the experimental group and either of the
control groups deal with hits, proficiency scores, or target detection
data, the probability is presented for only one tail of the probability distribution. This procedure was used since the interest0f the experiment
wao to demonstrate superiority -of the--experimentally trained 'troops
over those conventionally trained. To demonstrate superiority, E necessarily had to obtain a greater number of hits, a higher proficiency
core, and also a higher score on target detection than either of the
control groups. If the E group wasobserved to make fewer hits or have
a lower proficiency score or a lower score on target detection than the
controls, no further consideration of the experimental method wuuld be
meaningful. That is to say, the outcome of testing could result in differences in nnly n1!o direet!on, E better than C's, if ie-iulth were to have
any usefulness in terms of thh objectives of TRAINFIRE. With regard
to differences among the groups on miss scores, or differences between
the two control groups on any of the four mtasures, the direction of the
differences was not crucial. These latter diffeaences could come out in
favor of either training program without damaging the final judg.aent
regarding superiority of the experimental program.
A key to abbru:lations used in th- appendix iableo appears below:
'j
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p

A otatistical iatio which compares dif.
fer~omcs amoog means an related to the
variability of the scores comprising
the meani
Probability that an obtained I' or f

ID.grees of freedom, associated with
the F dnd i ratios
A statistical test of sirelficance where
the difference between two means is

>

could have occurred by chance alone;
,u0indicates one chance in me)0,.001,
only one in 1000, and so an
Greater 1ý.-

com'aretd to the variability of the
scoro 1,omprising the mcins

I,
<

Not greater Van
I.OSS than

Number of cases
Mean or average score
Median or middle score
Stonjard devialton, a measure of dis.
persion of scores about the mean
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4Kousaoe
-Lo
,1. i I

'
-6

10
3

4
1
6
C

2S,

15
-371

11

-PenisylvanlW
iouihCwolind'
Tennen~e
Vfr~~a
OtV iginia

11
3.
0

3'
12
2.'

2'
3
1

]'

'th ln)orm~lio* ejpesting In this tale 3blois,
b.d on tbe ofiginal hzzxbcr of men In
each,gwuj; I.e., 112 In the experimental group, 108 In CoutNA 1 ,* 50 1n.Control II. All
Ldi4v~lte
Odure
)_teques4ciee unless 4VOClIIIJ Asia.wd
in'rop C-11.
It
e69ficalion wis calalable for one o'iean
'NoGInformbliva available for C-dt.

TabIj A-3
'TMIlNEES NOY iNCLUDED IN ANALYSLS

Ifr4nid to 'ort'jackeiun abecnunao oft
Physical dishhlý q
Onmiltied beceuto of mnelun 1cel'bfillure
'ot hoopoa or ta~rget dluting testing
til9

10
4-

5
.

1I

OAc
'cordinQ to thaCrcxr:'Jock~oin SQp, a 4tuinoe is eliminated
Juisses twb' Ipqe~cullvv days of trolon~fg,
whshe

-

TaMb.' A-3
MEASURES OF CENTRAL TENDENCY ANI) STANDARD DEVIATIONf
FOR HITS, MISSES, AND PROFICIENCY SCORES ON-ALL TARGETS'
-.

Misses

.Hits

Group

"E

Profiienry Scors.a

-

C-I

22.77,
21,i1

23.00
21.00

6.35
5.11

22.10
23.44

7.22
6.61

-.67
-2.33

11.81-9.68

-C-Ii

18.96

19.50

5.74

26.58

6.50

-7.70

10.36-

'Number 6i tget pxposures: 56.

Table A-4
SANALYSESkOF DIFFERENCES AMONG MEANS (F's),AND BETWEEN MEANS (t's)
FOR lilTS, MISSES, AND PROFICIENCY SCORES ON ALL TARGETS

7.34

lilts

2,241

709.

Misses

Proficiency Scores

<.001

2;241-

<,01

2,241

<.001

10.08

E vs C-I
E v,, C-It
C-I vs C-I1

1.98
3.81
2.11

<.025
<.0005
<.05'

E vs C-I
U vs C-Il
C-I va C-Il
E, isC-I
E V C-.Ii
C-I vs C-If1

-1.35
.-3.76
-2.57
1.92
4,48
2,81

>,M0'
<.001'
<.02'
<.05
<.0005
<.01#

'Ail probabillties wre preaeda for a one.-tailed .test unless accompanied by an asterisk.
Table A-5
GROUP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FORIl iTS, MISSES,

AND PROFICIENCY SCORES.ON STATIONARY TARGETS'
lilt*

Group

Mi1sses

Proficiency Sco:.8

E

19,68

5,73

14,51

6.11

45,17

10.31,

C-4

18.44
16.46

4,59
5.26

11,3.3
18.56

5.60
6.10

43,11
-2.18

7.92
9.22

C.II

"£Kumber ol

wg8et enposwresi 44.
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Table A-6-

ANALYSES OF DIFFERENCE.S AMIONG MEANS (F's) AND BETWEEN MEANS Ws)
'OR nllTS,,MISSES, AND P OFICIENCY SCORES ONWSTATIONARY TARGETS
_

p

mpaaison

2,241

<.005

E vs C-1
E ve C-I1
C-I ve C-I1

.2,241

<.00i

E vwC-I
E vs C-I1
C-I vs C-.1

- .94
-3,89
-3.02

>.30*
<.00*
<.01"

2,241

<.001

E vs C-I
E i% CII
C-1 "voC-I1

1.54
4.57
3.23

<.07
<,(14P5
<.01*

_ep

flits

"6.33

%Misses

7.70-

Proficiency Scores

10.51

-

L

1.64
3.55
2.14

<.05
<.0005
<.05*

'All probablfifeis afe pressnted for a oft6-talled stest unless accompanied by an asterisk.

Table A.7

GROUP - ANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR HITS, MISSES,
AND PROFICIENCY SCORES ON MOVING.TARGETS'
'Group

7"'--1-

Is

him

~

~

AM[SD

I

11u clab Scoe
irioency

m

SD

S3109
C-!

2.69

1.96
1.80

7,51
8.01

2.21
2,10;

-f.47
-5,28

3.0'3
3,68

C-H

2.50

1.53

8.02

i.82

-6.52

2,97

*Number of target exposures: 12,

Table A.-@
ANALYS•ES OF DIFFERENCES AMONG GROUPS (F's)
FOR HITS, MISSES, AND PROFICIENCY SCORES ON
MOVING TAIIRE'IS'

ifemn

F

p

lilts
Misses

2.11
1.73

2,243
?,249

<.10
<.10

Proficlency Scoees

1.94

2,249

<.10

"OtJ-eests were tun only where F'a were found significant.
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Table A-9

GROUP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS' FOR
llITI', MISSES, AND PROFICIENCY SCORES FOR
FIRING ON STATIONARY TARGETS FROM THlE SUPPORTED POSITION*
Illits

E
C-I
C-Il

13.61
12.74
10.80

Misses

4.34
3.74
3.91

9.47
9.90
12.32

Proficiency Sc Ies

4.63
4.15
4.76

4424
+2.76
-1.52'

7.73
6.26
7.09

'Number.31 target exposures: 30.,

Trblc A-10
ANALYSES OF DIfFERENCES AMONGd~ROUPS W.') AND BETWkýNGROUPS (f') FOR HIlTS, MISSES, AND PROFICIENCY.SCORES WIIFNFIRING ON STATIONARY TARGETS -FROM THlE SUPPORlTED POSITION
Item

lilts

8.19

2,243

<.001

Misses

6.98'

2,241

<.0M

11.10

2,241

<001,

Proficlency Scores

'Al'iprobabilities are presented for a one-tailed

5-IOBIunless

Comparison

*

p

F, vs r.1
E vs C-Il
C-1 vs C-Il
E v"C-I
E vs C-1l
vs Cell
ýCZI
E vs C-I
E vs C.11
C-I vs C-Il

1.49
4.03
2.71
- .78
-.3.70
-2.96
1.45
4.68
3.42'

-e,07
<.0005
<.OP
>.400
<.001#
<.WP
<.08
<0005
<.0010

accompanied by an asterisk.

Table A-11
GROUP MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS VFOR
IIITS, MISSES, )~NDPIIOFICIENCY'SCORES FORk
FIRING ON STATI1ONARY TARGETS FROM. THlE UNSUPPORTED POSlIlION8

E
C-1
C-Il

Misses,

ilts

Cru
6.92
5.64
5.58

2.21
1.88
1,96

S.01
5.35
6.23

2.49
2.07.
1.95

Proficiency SCores
+.92
+.35
-.66

4.13
3.19
3.16

osnmbOr of target exposuresi 14,

39

Table A-12
ANALYSES OF DIFFERENCES AMONG GROUPS (F's) AND BETWEEN
GROUPS (t's) FOR HITS, MISSES,-'AND PROFICIENCY SCORES WHEN
FIRING ON'STATIONARY TARGETS FROM TIHE UNSUJPPORTED POSITION

~ _.J~ l
+,,++
+

d
<j

l+l

co..,arsuo

77 _P4If

I

lits

1

2,246

>.20

Misses

4.76

2,241

<.025

E vsaC-l
E vs C-lI C-. vs C-II

- .94
-3.05
-2.22

>.300
<.01'
<.05+

Profidiency Scores

3.10

2,241

<.05

E vs C-I
'? v- C.1I
C-. vs C-i!

1.08
2.51

>.10
<.0I
>.10'

I.ss

Al probabJillile are presented fors one-tailed mleat unless accompaniled by an mss;t.ak.
Table A-13
ABSOLUTE PERCENTAGE OF HlITS' MADE BY TIHE
THREE GROUPS ONTIE FIRST FIVE CLIPS WHILE
FIRING FROM TIHE SUPPORTED POSITION
Clip

KF~nw

Group
E

40

47

37

47

57

C-I

35

42

37

46

53,

C-If

27

36

2

41

49

E, C-I, and C-Il

35

43

35

45

54

"Absolute percentages a'. Its were obtained by division ol total
his by total possible hits.

Table A-14
ABSOLUTf'E PERCENTAGE OF HIlTS' AT ,EACII RANGE FOIl
FIRiING ON STATIONARY TARGETS FROM TIP. SUPPflfTED POSITION
Rangq (Inyards)

1?

350,

100

E

89

72

40'

36

20

20

18

C-1
C-Il

65

69

39

30

16

16

20

55

31

23

16

19

10

E, C-I, iand C-li

87

38

31

17.

18

17

88
'Absolute percentages

poasble bits.
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I,•0I
[+1

so •
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of bits were o4t!aed by division of total hits by total

Table A-15

MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR THE NUMBER OF TARGETS
DETECTED BY EACH GROUP BY TIlE END OF EACH PHASE"
Phseoc tV
Phase IIlI
Phase 11
I
Group
M
E
C-I
C-lI

D

M

,S

D

,

M

S

.2.02

1;"M.

. 4.2..

2,02

7.51

2.41

1M.52

.91

1.28
1.00

1.05
1.02

3.06
2.64

1.75
1.60

5.87
5.76

2.30
2.17

12.46
13.04

1.90
.85

'Number of targets presented: 14.

Table A-16
ANALYSES FOR DIFFERERL'ES AMONG MEANS (F's) AND BETWEEN MEANS (W's)
FOR TIlE NUMBER OF TARGETS DETECTED AT THE COMPLETION OF EACH PHASE

Phase

Comparison

dp

1

11,39

2,248

<,001

I

15,67

2,248

<.001

I11

15.77

2,248

<.001

IV

10.02

2,248

<.001

,

a

E va C-I
E V C-lI
C-I vs C.IL
E vs C-I
E vs C-Il
C.1 vs C-lI

3.72
4.23
1.14
4,39
4.94
1.30

<.0005
<.0005
>.20*
<.0005
<.0005
>.10*

E vs C-I
E -s C-I1
C-I vs C.1l
E "a C-I
SveC-Il
C. ValC-Il

4.97
4.36
.27
4.4b
119
2.43

<.0005
<.0005
>.701
<.0005,
SJo
<,020

'All probebliltles are presented for a one-tailed mt-ost unless accompanied by a asterisk.

Table A-17
PROPORTION OF EACII GROUP WHIICHI
DETECTED
FOURTEEN TARGETS OR LESb THAN FOURITEN'
Number of
Tuil?" rNiected
14
Lea' than 14

F.55
.45

j

Group
C-1j
.37
.63

j

Cj "
.32
.68

'The frequencies from which these proportionsl were obtained
yielded a.' value of 9,83, 0ith 2 df, such a X in
s
agificant
at the
.01 level of conildence.
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Table A-18

IREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS OF MEDIAN PHASES OF DETECTION
AROUND THE MEDIAN OF 4 OVER THE THREE GROUPS COMBINED"
hMedian Score
orOL

1

=

2

2.5

5

EE
C-1 and C-II
'an arbitrary score of S was

1
91
1
36
13
3
silgned %hhin trainee failed to detect a target.

Table A.19
NUMBER OF MEN WHOSE MEDIAN PHASE OF DETECTION
WAS ABOVE OR NOT ABOVE TIlE TOTAL NIErIANa
Position

R.an

Group E

Groupa C-I and C-li

18

48

88,
"rThX'obtained from this table was 7.40, dl - 1, p - <.01.

Table A.PO"

NUMBER OF MEN WHO DETECTED
FOURI OR MORE TARGE'IV DURING PHASE 14-h
GrupTaugeta Detected

E
C-I and C-I1

4 or more

Leas than 4

18
2

88
143

X" obastined fror thia table was 1,026q dl wI, p , <.001.
line categorlea employed here were selected wi the baseihof the
rimnlmum ascoe (4) attained by any member of the comliln..d Control
Groap.
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Table A-21

FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS FOR THIIE THREE GROUrJS
ON NUMBER OF TARGE'IS DETECTED DURING-PHASE I
I

CGtoup

Nvmboro Tal

C.tis

9

1

8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

1
0
3
5
8
16
21
32
19

1
3
11
is
20

1
13
25
29
27

Table A-22

AVERAGE NUMBER OF CORRECT RANGE ESTIMATIONS
AND THEIR STANDARD DEVIATIONS
•op

i

E
C.I
-C.7

M

SD

8.85

2.48

7.79

2.47

7.80

-2.33

Table A.23
ANALYSES OP D;FFERENCES

AMONG MEANS (F's) AND BETWEEN MEANS (Wa')
FOR CORRECT RANGE ESTIMATION DATA

dl~

F
5.4

2,248

I

p'
<.005

P
E va C-I
E va C-I1
C-I vs C-ll

'MAll pobabilitles we preaeaned

3.05
2.49
- .03

<.005
<.01
>.90g

fot a onowa-led meat unlesoa

accompanied by as asterisk.
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Appendix C

~RIFFIL E-AA RXS AAN SHIF'riPCOURSE'
PRESENTED TO-CONTROL GROUP (C-0)

MEUIHANICAL TRAINING (4 Hours)
Period 1. Mechanical Training (Description, disassembly, assemn-

bly,, operation, functiloning, stoppages, immedilate action, and care and

*

cleaning) G4 hours)
'a. Descriptibn of the U.S. Rifle, caliber .'30, M1. Ekplanation
of its-h-istory, cap~bllitiesi and-general -characteristlics.
-b. Explanation, demonstra~tion, and practical'\ý;6rk in disasseriiliy'and assembly. Use of disassembly (n6menai~gre)V mats
(Grv~phlc Training Aid 9-58). Explanation of classificaMions of disass~mbly. Caution against unauthorl'ý,;:dj~assembly,,.
c . Introduction to, an~d ýhowi~i
f, TP-g.;IV112, "Principles of
Operation of the M1 Rifle."'d. Explanation and demionstration of functioning by use of
working models.
e. Explanation and demonstration of stoppages and immediate
action. Practical work in applyingi~nimediate action and reduction
-of-stoppages.
'f. Explanation, demonstration, and practical work In care arid
~cleaning and In use of spare~pa~rts. Emphasis 6Jn care and cleaning
before, during, and after firing.
it. Explanation, exhibition, and demonstration of the various
types of rifle ammunition.
h. Summary and review of mechanical training.
PR~EPARATORY MARKSMANSHIP (PRI) (26 Hours)
Period 2. Sighting and Aiming. (4 hours)
a. Explanation of preparatory miarksmnanship training; its
purpose and Importbance.
b. Explanation and demonstration of sighting and amImng and
usc of the M15 sightIng device. Explanation, demonstration, and practical work in th'le 1st and 2d sighting~and aiming exercises (Paragraphs
78 and PI, FMV23-5,,%' October 1951).
c. Explaninat`Vn, demonstration, and practical work In the 3d
sighting and almizij exnrcise (Paragraph 82'. FM 23-5, 2 October 1051).
Note: Practical ivor1ý In each stop of Instruction Was cornipleted
p~rior to progre~ksing to the next Mtop. (Mimeog~raphed
shot-g ropp(trianglc) critique sheete
3d siqhting and
aiming exercise issued.)
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Period 3. Positions and Sling Adjustment (4 hours)
a. -Explanation, demonstration, and practical work in adjustment of the loop sling; the prone position with loop sling; and duties of
the coach in the prone position. (Mimeographed lists of duties oi" the
coachifor the prone position issued.)
b. Explanation, demonstration, and practical work in the sitting
position with loop sling; and duties of the coach in the sitting position.
(Mime ogriphedd lists of-duties oft he-c~oa'c h .for-the.sitting.positionissu~ed.)
.c "iplanation, .demfonStif'ti6z•, ýand iractical work in the
kneeling position with loop sling; and duties of the coach-in, the -kneeling position. (Mimeographed lists of duties o-f the coach for the kneeling position issued.)o
ad
d. B~planatioh, demonstration, and prhctical work in adjustment of the ha~sty sli'ng; the standing- position with hasty sling; and
duties of the coach in the"standing position. (Mimeographed lists of
duties of the coach for the standing position issued.)
Note: Instructions in assuming the standing position with the.
Ml rifle differed from those contained in Paragraph 101,
FM 23r5 (2 October 1951), by prescribing that "the firer
faces his tar,,et and then takes a half-right position so
thathis feet are 10 to 14 inches apart. He then adjusts
thisgposition so that his rifle points naturally at his target
•l•ihout~musculair effort to force It there." The'remaining
'points of instruction in assuming this position were as
prescribed in Paragraph 101, FM 23-5 (2 October 1951).
Period 4. Trigger Squeeze (In the prone, kneeling, sitting, and
standing- positions) (3 hours)
Explanation, demni nstratlon, and practical work in the three (3)
trigger squeeze exercises including breathlng, in theprone, kneeling,
sitting, and standing positiouis and duties of the.coach in each position
avd-exer'clsb. Emipha-sis-on duties-f~the coach. (Paragraph 109,
FM 23-5, 2 October 1051.)
Period 5. Sustained Fire Exercises (Taking the prone position
rapidly•,and reloading in the prone position) (3 hours)
a. Explanation, demonstration, and practical work in taking
the prone position from the standing, by the numbers. (Paragraph 113,
FM 23-5, 2 Octobdrz 1551.)
b. Explanation, demonstration, and practical work In reloading in the prone"position.
c. Explanation, demonstration, and~practical work in sustained
fire ekercises. Only three-round shot.groups' were fired. Example:
Simulated one round LOCK and LOAD, TARGETS up, trainees went
into firing position, fired first round, reloaded full clip and fired second
and third rounds.'
PerIbd 6. Sustained Fire Exercises (Taking the sitting position
yand
,apidl reloading In the sitting position) (3 hours)
a. cpl'anation, demonstration, and practical work in tuking
the sitting position from the standing, by the numbers. (Faragraph 116,
FM 23-5. 2 Qctober 1951.)
b. Explanation, demonstration, and practical v. rk in teloading
in the sittin5 position.

c. Explanatioz.di~foritt iio~s, and prapticai Wiirk iii shi~iaflneci
flu eerctes.
n~y~i~re-i~ind hot. jrou~s were"fid
exiie e
Simulated one round&JLOtk ajid LOAD. TAR`GETS up,' tiain~;e' nt'hi
intok firing p-ositip~ni, flji_`05firdt ro~ad. reoddfýg"lpidiie
ecn
riodJ-.
6
Sustained Fire ýiExti-ciseý (Taking.~l-ostoi rpd'an~'eoad
agIn pstions)Mhouri,~T

j

a.,Exp ' anatihn; demlonsti-atibn,. arid practicaL wok-k in the-third
ie
'sustadied ire exercis!. (Paragriph-1'D -FYM23'-5, Otbr15.
roid
gous
ho li~d n 70ecbids-in th'e prone ~n itn~ siti~ns.
b. ý;pa ýn
and practicaL~r r~~i iw
sustained fire ,exercise. -(Paragi~ipf 119,111 23 -5,ý2:bcf6'oek_951.) Nihe_round shot groupsý firedin,6 sbcoinds-1 the proýr and _ itting,-posftI~9ns.
e ,Expianation;- demorisatira i, an pract-awork, W,. he~thIrd.
- sustained fire exercise. -(Viia~raph 119, FM 23- 5,Z--Oci~b~r 195 V.) -Nink,
in the pr6r~e at.d sittin poqfo~.
roquhd'shot groups ffe n5scns
NoeDu~mmymarnmunition.6nly waifused during !he'se sustained-

I

Period:8 flahge64ro,,edures hnd 8afety.Prbcautions (1 hour)
'--a-E.Xpl'inatlon and -denonstrationf off range prdcbdurbs,,-aJpertalnt 6oiia~lori of1'he firin4~~
(eosta
range ýi'ýocddures as
ioof
d
bExplantona
c,. -1Exiart,.ation aind-de , o'ntration'sd safety precautlQfig.
Perlod -'. kReview- and'Examinn'tioti (4 hours)
la. Re'View ofkll rifle marksmanshiplnstriiction.
6-. Alperforinahbe-l'pe (c6uuitry fair system)" exnmilnation
coliductQ6to Qctrmini_ proficicncy andz r~adfness~of 6ach 16iiidvldua1l~to
to-range firing. Examilnation 666duetpo of~faur (4) exam"ining-stations as follows:
'1)0,htn and~aiming.
(2) Poiton, breathilng. and trigger squeezd.

J

-progreas

(4) Range procedu~re bmid safety precautiongi. Practical
work in triangulation exer'cise 4-hird Msghting and alrfng, exercise),
(Paragraph 82, FM 23-5, 2 Octobe~r 1951.)
Period 10. Review Before Firing (§2ecial films on rifle matiksran-

*

~shipi U hour)

a. Following films shown ln:cader listed:
(1) Sighting and aimiug'(3 mihifi(es)
(2) Platform concept (8 minutes)
(3) Loop sling (7-1/2 minutes)
(4) Prone-position (6 minutes)
(5) Kneeling poition (6 minutes)
(6) Hasty slin (4-1/2 minutes)
(7) Trigger squeeze (4 minutes)
(ii) Firing the MI rifle (5 minutes)
b. Each film Introduced and t rainees given "pour- ) to reme mhe r
about each oiiký.
c. Trainees questioned on important pi-ints after each film,
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Af achs6iotgrý0_hrr~ qu'q"As, the s~hot',ýgrbtii (rian'gle)
sh~~grd~~6du&bbt~ &
Led
vith ~urer.,verq, repo'ted to
a c6k
ifij 04
Ping
z~lo 4f6d ddfti(Sl -work rin: ihca 3d ,ýi~hf
ftijp ait! Abfi
E3Xxerci'tp -ob3iod Inef
,Paragkaph"82; YIM -23-:5
(2~o c i9i) 'hene
~r&Ite ~tm ia th~e 3ciSightitQ 6id,

'Perlcid"'12.'Sqght chjjnat!

-and Use bf,"Scor6.,,ardof
battle s ~n ~rvi

x.plan t11-~,krio~tti
Ml rifle slghtO.
b. Ekplaii.onderinsiýtratton. and Patc1~r~i~
the- rear sight f&r vihdaie 66iji the. dellectloniý,ule~
c. Expl~natI66, denion'stration, and pýAi'&icai work In the effcutAs
of wind, the wind rule, 'Od`1pol'7lng windage adjukrmncn to the rear sight.
d. Expianat loirt,. demons tration, -and, rprat 166, work in Use of
,the elcvhiýioiirule and dpplyin9 eloyation adjust~ibents' to the rear gight,
k~lahtion,-denO~stratlon, and piiic-tictil workin combinIng theo defI~ctIoii'a~d-eleVdaio~n rules and-in adjusting-the rear sight for
combified crh6ci1geB of both elevation and deflec tion.
1. Explanation, demonstration, and practical work In the use
of the score card.
g, Explanattion of Importance of, and use of, battle sight, The
ticupss~ly of keeping' a record'of the battle~sight settings for each rifle
in !he floor plate of the trigger hou~ing group was emphas~ized.
h, llvview of range procedure t6 include operation of'flte firIng line,.operation, (A the pits# and safety precautioA,*i
-
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erliod-3
1 :3itruction ?r,'actice-Knowr.-Diistance Zeroing (Table I,
CouseB) 8 oursý WroT
-- ý's). -(First' firing on th~e nown-Distanr-e

Rang

100

bvadn

ý0arid 3Ly.ds.ý'

Table !, Co-urse 13, -Instruction Practice. Slow Fire (Modified
30 y'ird--frpg) ffi'ed-otfie.

_RANGE IN YRDS
1W0
200
300-

TME
No limit
No limit
No limit

ROUNDS

'Oiir

9
9
9Prn

Prone
Prone

WNoie: 'Thble I fired in three-round shot-groupBs.
usedlfor all three groups.

~Safidbag rest

ýPer1'Ad'14. Instruction Practice - Known -Distance Rdoige (Tables 'II
andflTT.Corse) (T8 -hours;59 rounds)
'a.. Table 11, Course B-'Slow Fire, fired-once for pt~actice.
RANGE IN YARDS
100
200
.200
200-0

TIME
No limit
No limit
No limit
-No-limit,

ýROUNDS

POSITION

8
8
8Sitting
8

Standing
Prone
'Kn ealing

.b. Table III, Course B-Sustained Fire, fired-once for piactice,
RANGE IN YARDS
200
200
200

and

TIME

ROUNDS

POSITION

50 ,scconds

9

Prone from Standing

50- seconds

9

Sitting -from Standing

50 seconds

9

Sitting from Standing

Period 15. Instruction Practice -Known-Distance Ranize (Tables IV
CourseB) (8 hours: 4 rounds)

V,

a, Table IV, Course B-Slow Fire, fired once for practice.
RANGE IN YARDS
100
200
2fl0

TIME

ROUNDS

POSITION

No limit
No limit
No 4mrit

3
Q

Standing
Prone
Kneeling

ii
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b. Table'V',; Course B-S'4staincd Fire, fired once for practice.
RANGE IN-YARDS

TIME

ROUNDS

POSITIO.D'

200

50 second"
50 seefoiids

'9
9

Prone from Standing
Sitting from Standing

0o,,

Si'ribd 16. -Record:Practice-Known-Distance Range (Tables IV
and V, Course B), (8 hours; 42 rounds)
a, Table IV, C~uise_.B-7Slow Fire, fired once for record;
RANGE IN YARDS,

TrIME

ROUNDS

POSITION

100
200
200

'No -limit
No limit
No~limit

8
8
8

Standing
Prone
Kneelng

b. Table V, Course B•--Sustained Fire, fired ohce for record.
RANGE 'IN YARDS!

TIME

ROtUNDS

POSITION

200
200

50 seconds
50 ae,-conds

9
0

Prone from Standing
Sitting from Standing

TRANSITION FIRING (20 Hours; 198 Rounds)
Period 17. Preliminary Instruction :for Transition, (Table VI.
Standard Course) (4 hours: 30 rounds)
Table VI, Standard Course, Preliminary Transition Firing,
fired once using battli sight.
-RANGE IN YARDS
300
300
200
200
300

TIME
No
No
No
No
No

limit
limit
limit
limit
il'mit

ROUNDS

POSITION

TARGET

6
8
4
4
8

Prone.
Prone
Prone
Prone
Prone

Silhouette #1
Silhouette 02
E Silhovett6 on Staff
F Silhouette on Staff
E Silhouette on Staff

Note.: Targets arranged as per Figure 122, FM 23-5 (2 October 1951).
Three- round ahot-groups fired on Silhouette No. 1, One thrceround shot-group fired on Silhouette No. 9. thereziftc.tAhe
target was pulled and marked after each
Single
3
rounds
fired on E and F Silhbuette targets on staff.
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Period 18.,. Transition -Firing, Instruction, and Record Practice
(Tauies VII and:VIII, StandardCourse) (16 hours; 168 rounds). (First
-being on the transitionSrange.)
a. Table-VII, Standard Course, fired twice for practice and
once for rebbrd.
.

(Figure 123. FM 23-5, 2 Ocitber 1951)

'LANE' -RANGE- TIME 'SEt TdtGAT QNDS
1
2
3
4
56
7
8
9
1I0

150-300
'200-40n
3O0-4ýJ
200-325
150-250
500
125-400
250-350
175-325
125-275

30
30
30
30 .
30
-60
30
30
30
30

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

TAlidEtti* PO8jT 0N
E &_F
E &F
-E
E &F
E &F
B
E &-F
_E.
-b & F
E W-F

Standing foxhole
Rubble pile
Stump.
Window
Prone
Prone
Barricade
Ditch
Roof top
Log

*Hasty sling used except when firing--from "rubble pile" and "roof top."
**F Sill•ouettesused up*to and Iincluding 200 yards.
b. Table VIII, Standard Course Quick Fire, fired once for practiceand once for record.

,p0ASE

LINE

First

(Figure 124, FM 23-5, 2 October 1951)
TIME
RANGE
ROUNDS
TARGET
RANGE
(IME

(YES)

(SC

20-30

3

Second

15-25

Third

15-45

._
•

4
3
3
3.
3
344
4
4
3
3
3
3

POSITION'
Shoulder

8

,

2F
IE
IE
1E
IE
IF
2E
2F
1E
2F
IF
IF
IE
iE

Shoulder

Shoulder

Note: Reaction targets representing friendly soldiers were used.
(Five points deducled for each reaction targit fired upon.)
Each firer issued 24-"ounds for tNe ".1,sillouotte targets
in Table VIL The exict number of rr,'knds flied varied
ability to ubta~n h: on first round.
with the !ndlvidual k%
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QUALIFICATION
The 4ualification score wits the total, score- made in
record practice (qualificatiqn--firiihg of Tables IV and V, Course )
(Possible 210.)
b. Individual classification and minizziiij scores required w~rc
as follows:
-.

Expert
Sha~rpshooter
-Mlarksman-

178
1.57,
-A4

*c. A total minimum score of 165 points, made by totaling
ptres for Tables VII and VIII, Standard Course, on the transition
range, wjý: -rfquired tio retain the qualifications estaolished on'the
(Possible 320.)
Knw-jltn~ýa&
Note: The standard Ordnance "A" target was used at 100, 2001
'and 300 yards. ,In kn'own-distance firing, the hasty 61i;i_7
was used'for all fir-Ing from the stand~ing position. Th~r'
loop sling was used for all other positions.
d.. Coaching- was not permittied during record firing.
e. Pit scoring was employed duriiig record firing.

Appendix D

REALISTIC TARGETS FOR THE TRAINING
AND TESTING OF-COMBAT RIFLEMEN

BACKG"ROUND
Early ini-the planning phase of Task TRAINFIRE, it became apparent
that development of methods of (1) training riflemen to use theirweapons
efficiently in coml-at situations-and (2) measuring rifle marksmanship
in situations closely simulatiiig combat conditions required the utilizs.ion
of realistic targets. Inasmuch as no existing device fulfilled this requirement, ihe development of -realistic targets was included as a part of
Task TRAINFIRE.
Analysis of combat situations and interviews with combat veterans
indicaýted that the majority of visible targets encountered by riflemen
are briefly exposed, camouflaged, stationary human silhouettes. Encountered to a lesser extent are briefly exposed, indistinct, fleeting silhouettes. Accordingly, a program was launched to develop devices that
would simulate these combat targets.
As a result of this larget development program, two devices were
designed, and produced in sufficient quantity, to construct (1) a training range and (2) a proficiency testing range as required for Task
TRAINFIRE. One of the target devices consisted of an electrically
powered, stationary mechanism which presented -a -pop-up, camouflaged
silhouette io the rifleman. The other consisted of a hand-powered,
track-niounted carriage which briefly presented a pop-up, camouflaged,
moving silhouette to the rifleman. Twenty-one of the moving and 100
of the stationary devices were Installed.
STATIONARY TARGET DEVICE
Generaý
Punchey Pete, the stationary target device, is an electrically powered, remotely controlled mechanism %W'1h presents a silhouette target
that falls when struck by a bullet. It _.4k -slgned to simulate a human
figure that suddenly appears, remains ex, ..aed In the same position, and
thin diuappears. T'•. working mechanism is plalced in a hole or trench
so tlut only the silhouette target Is visible to the observer. and the structural parts are protected against destruction by direct hits or i.och.ts,
With the device ready for operation, the silhouette is lying on Its side
below ground level, thus hidden from view. A i . - control operator
closes a remote switch, the silhouette is suddenly .'tated into a vertical
positior, It rcmains lacked in this position until a aear mechanism is
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released,-at which time the target falls -back to the horizontal position,
disappeat ing from view. The sear is released either by the control
operator's remote switch, or by the impact of a bullet striking the target.
The most notable characteristic of this device is that it pressets
the trainee with a "killable" target; that is, the target :•llswhen it is
hiL This characteristic Of- responding to the impact of a bullet makes
it Fossible for the firer to have immediate knowledge of his accuracy,
thus providing greater realism-in field problems. The principle of the
"killable" target lends itself equally well to either known- or unknowndistance firing, and operates effectively with all types of small arms
presently in usei
Construction
Diagrams .;f the device appear in Figure 2 (Chapter 3) and Figure
D-I. The structural and mechanical components of the device are fabricated of iron and stee. The electrical components consist of pull
and pusher solenoids, relays, switches, a six-volt storage battery and
the necessary hook-up wire.
Structural antiMechanical Components
Frame. The square, welded, angle-iron frame is designed to
pcrmit easypjrtability, and efficient mounting of the operational elements of the device. It ir,-6bporates a bass sufficiently large to p'roeide
stability fqr the device without additional support.
Axle. A counterweighted leker system, which raises and, lowers
the silhouette, is mounted on the axle. At the forward end of thie.axle, a
lever is attached and linked to the pull solenoid which furnishes the
power to rotate the target to the up positian. A metal sleeve, which
accommodates the target stake, Is welded to the center of the axle.
Opposing this sleeve on the axle is the counterweight. This counterweight is adjustableipo that optifhum balance with the silhouette target
con be attained with.a varl6ty of target styles.
L66king Mechanism. The silhouette is maintained in the vertical position by a Simple lockitrg system consisting of a latching lever
welded-to the- forwardond-of- the. axle, and a -spring-activated sear which

is mounted on the plate directiy bzneath the latching lever. Another
spring asisism the gravity fall of tle target when the sear releases.
'Plate. Ti'w lockinag mechanism and all electrical components
are mounted-ona steel plate bolted to the front of the frame; a galvanized
iron cover protects the plate and all parts mounted-upon it.
Silhouotto. The device will accommodate standnrd E (kneeling)
or F (pron,•ecardboard silhouette targets mounted on wooden staves.
Electrical Components
Operation of the target is acileved the',ugh three circuits-a
pop-up ciruit and a knock-down cirnuit, beth remotely controlled, and
a kill circuit which is actuated by the strike of a bullct. Power to
operate the remote control system and the three target circuits is derived
from the local stx-volt storage battery. The use of a DC power supply
at each target allows the remote control to be accomplished with very
low current. Thus standard Signal Corps field wire (WDi) is adequdte
for the remote wiring.
Pop-Up Circuit. The pop-up circuit include, a switch located
at the control point, a heavy relay, and a puller-type ,iolenoid which
raises the silhouette.
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Knock-Down Circuit. The knock-d,),in circuit also includes a
switch Pt the control point, a relay, and a pusher solenoid which disengages the sear locking mechanism.
Kill Circuit. The kill circuit itilizes the same pusher solenoid
as the knock-down circuit, a relay which delivers current to the pusher
solenoid, and a normally closed inertia-type switch which momentarily
opens when the target is hit.
Installation
To install Punchy Pete, certain preparations of the terrain are
necessary. Target holes two feet deep, or mounds two feet high, are
needed to protect the vita!-parts of the target and to conceal the silhouette while it is down. Although the control wires running to the target
car, frequently be placed where they have natural protection, they may
need to be buried. It is-necessary to lay all wires near the target area
in trenches at least six inches deep.
Circuit preparation requires only the laying of thc three remote
control wires, hooking Into the control panel and the terminals at the
target, and connecting in the battery power source.
Care in making all wiring connections, and taking adequate precautions against- moisture, will make the remote wiring system virtually foolproof.
Single-Unit Hookup
Only three components are necessary to install a single unit.
In addition to the target de~vice itself (complete with battery), a control
panel having two switches, and a supply of field wire are needed.
After setting up the target device and the contzrol panel, three
lengths of wire are run between them. The remainder of the installation
consists of attaching the appropriate wires to the corresponding terminals at the target and the control panel, and hooking up the battery.
Multiple-UnitHookup
A miltiple-unit hookup is merely an expansion of the single-unit
hookup tovincluce -a-group-of fargetswired In-series. In this instance several targets are operated by 6 single set of switches at the control panel.
Having the option of either single or multiple hookups, all
desired combinations of targets can be set up, depending upon the requirements of the specilic problem.
Readying the Target for Use
Once the target device is installed, five steps are involved in
putting it Into operation:
(1) A cardboard silhouette is securely fastened in the
sleeve holder.
(2) The axle is checked to be sure It moves freely.
(3) The counterweight is adjusted Ro that the target is
slightly top heavy.
(4) The kill switch is rlamped to theouteredge of the cardbeard silhouette and adjusted so that the kill circuit
operates when any spot on the target is lightly 'apped.
(5) The raising and lowering of the tarvget, is checKed by
ope rating the remote control swiw"- i.., When these steps
have- been completed, the device iii . vady for use.
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Operation
The completed range has a centrally located control panel -with a
separate set of, switches for each group of simultaneously operated
targets. Each-group-or bank of silhouettes can be raised anJ lowered
as a unit from this point. When the targets are.standing, howev'er, the
kill circuit in each target operates independently.
Raising the Target
"The remote "up" switch is closed to raise the target. This
switch sends current to the up relay. This completes the circuit to the
,pull solenoid and at the same time breaks the kill circuit, rendering
it inoperative.
As the solenoid draws in, it rotates the axle and the target is
raised to the point where it is caught and locked in place by thc sear.
When the target is up, the remote switch is opened, releasing the pull
solenoid circuit and allowing current to flow to the kill switch. The
target is now ready to be fired upon.
Kill Switch
The "kill" principle is based on the fact that a projectile striking the cardboard silhouette produces an impact that is transmitted to
an electrlcal switch clamped to the silhouette. This kill switch has two
flexible arms iadfii•ied so that they touch together lightly at one end.
When the target subface is.disturbed, the point of contact between the
two arms Is momentarily broken, activating the kill circuit.
Kill Circuit
The kill circuit is comprised o: two component circuits: (I) a
circuii including the kill switch and a relay and (2) the pusher-solenoid
circuit controlled by- his relay. The relay is so utilized thai when the
kill-switch circuit is closed, no current Is delivered to the pusher
-iO1i'enVr
' -V.I.. -t
i -aget-standing
.
.
rady to bo fi,•ed upon, current is
flowvng through the circuit containing the kill switch and the relay; thus,
the circuit to the-solenoid Is-open.
When the target Is struck, the kill switch Is jarred, breaking
the circuit to the relay, The clapper of the now inactive relay moves
to its alternate position, closing the pusher-solenoid circuit and activating the solenoid.
The plunger of the solenoid strikes the sear, causing It to disengage the latching lover, Since the lever'i- welded to the axle, the release
of the lever frees the axle to turn and thus permits the target to fall,
Since the kill switch closes again after the vibration stops, the
system automatically readies itself to olmraie again when the target
Is ralled.
When the target Is down, no curzi-nt Is flowing in any of the
circuits. This Is accomplished by a micro switch wired lntz the necessary circuits, so placed that it is closed only when the target is up.
Lowering the Target
Thq remote "down" *witch is closed to lower the target, In the
event the firer has missed. hirrent applie6 to the down rcla, closes it.
This relay completes a circuit to t"e pushe., nalonuld. activating it, and
the target falls. When the remote switch is opt.n
no cur'rent flows in
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either the remote lines or the target circuits.

The target is then ready

for the next cycle.
Maintendnce
The most Vulnerable part of the target is the kill switch. Since it
is not waterproofed, prolonged moisture is a problem. Making an
occasional check of the switch will disclose any'adjustment needed and
should- keep it free from trouble. To protect against moisture, steps
should be taken to cover the ',arget unit when not using it and-to provide
a drainage system for the pit, if necessary.
If the device is kept clean, all bearing and friction surfaces oiled,
the battery charge maintained, and a check made-periodically for loose
thumbscrews, it can be maintained in operation with little effort.
Time limitations prevented the perfection of this device. The dc-cl,
opment program is being continued to correct the existing limitations.
MOVING TARGET 6EVICE
General
This device is designed to simulate a human figure that suddenly
appears, briefly exposes itself while moving laterally to the line of
sight of the observer, and then dinappears. The working mechanism ir
set in a trench so that.,nly the cardboard silhouette is visible when the
target Is in motion, and the rest of the parts are protected against
destruction by direct hits or ricochets.
With the, ci'riage at the starting end of the track, the silhouette is
lying In a horiz'ontal position, hidden from view. As the carriage begins
to move al6ig the track, the silhouette is suddenly raised and locked in
the vertical position. The silhouette remains in this position, exposed
to view, until the carriage reaches the far end of the track. At this point,
the locking mechanism is tripped and the silhouette falls back to the horizontal position, disappearing from view. This completes the run of the
target. To ready the carriage for the next run, it is returned unseen to
the starting endzof the track with the silhouette in the horizontal position.
Constructloh
Diagrams of the device appear in-Figure 3 (Chapter 3) and Figure
D-2. The device is fabricated of iron and steel. The carriage is constructed of angle-iron, rod and sheet steel, aiiJ cast-iron pulleys. Tae
track and track oupports are ri;ade exclusively of angle-iron. Cast-iron
pulleys and steel cable comprise the motive system.
Carriage
The carriage consists of a square, angle-iron frame suspended
between the rails of the track assembly by four U-groove pulley wheels.
A counterweiglited tever system, which raises and lowers the silhouette target, is fix..J to a rotating axle with bearing surfaces In the two
sides of the carriage frampe. The silhouette is maintained in the upright
This locking mechanism conk.nts
by a simple
position
lover, locking
welded system.
to the left end of the rot-iting an~le, and a
of a latching
spring-activated sear mounted on a steel plate di,'" 0' beneath the
latching lever.

Do

MOVING TARG~tr DEVICE
(MECHANICAL DEtTA IL)

NOTE:SEE ALSO F16URE3,
CHAPTER 3.

-CAo~kOE FRAME

LATCH3ING LEVER

Piwro D-2

The target itself is a stake-mounted E silhouette narrowed
down to approximate a side view of the upper body of a human. A metal
sleeve, opposite the counterweight on the raising lever, accommodates
the target stake. The counterweight is a-3justable so that optimum Nzlance
with tile silhouette target can be obtained with a variety of target styles.

--

-

Track seml
The track-assembly consists of two parallel lengths of angleiron bolted to angle-7iron spanners. Thle spanners are constructed so
that the attached rails are approximately a foot above the bottom of the
trench. Thus, when the carriage wheels are placed upon the rails, the
suspended carriage frame and counterweighted- raising le'ver cietir the
bottom of~the trench. At.t -he startingtend of'th'e track a hinged ramp~is
clamped to the right-hanid' rail. This ramp is positioned so that the raising
lever rides up the rAiiip, and the silhouette is raised to the vertical position,
as the carriage begins to' move along the track. Bumpers are installed
at both ends of the track to stop thc carriage. The bumper at the far end
of (he track includes-a i~rip- peg to di sengage the locking mechanism.
Motive System
The ca-rriage is inoved along the track by acable -pulley system.
A pulleyis mounted at each end of the trackwith the drive pulleyequipped
j4Ith a hanid crank. The cable is fed through both pulleys and fastened to
-tile front and -c~ar of the carriage. This, in effect, attaches the carriage
to, ilpndie'ss cable Which can be run either forward or backward.

-

Adiagraiviof the Installation employed for Task TRAINFIRE is pre se'nted in F'igue 3, Chapter 3.
Track Assembly
?s., dimens tons of the track ass *embly require a trench no less
tihim 'woifeet- deep by two-feet wide, with the length depending upon thle
vequireme6ntc of-the particular firing problem. A depth of two-feet puts
all parts 'of the inrechanismfiseveral-inches below ground level, diving
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i6ýne -to prevent their destruction during-firing. A width
odf iw6 feet- prov.'des a tight fit for the track over the full length of the
tren'ch1 The trnenh mubt-extentl.a few feet beyond each end of the track
to Odrmhi tilie, c.rriajg to runl t6- the end of the track when the silhouette
II.inifii
thkh)trzidnil'oslttoio
Thbiperl~es at both ends of the tracP may be Improvised from
sandbags,) lgajor'target staves. For the purposes of Task TRAINFIRE,
Woodo -otay6e4,i hW~'n 66%'o the ground were sufficient,
'lThk hIll, ed ramp, Is dlarhped to the right-hand rail at the starttzi'nck The ramp must be positioned at least two feet from
i~tg.pnd~o(thc
1
the en4~of thd IraW 6b that In the starting tiositiomt the catrriageIs between
the41nd"-4tteft)~fidk aWi the ramp.
--

--

Operator'n Pit
pit may be of any design suited to thle terr'ain,
oprtor's
,Lh
proyided by DIA TM 9-855. The target device
within-, thl secitai
w oipernble (r~m either end of~ the trench, so,the pit should be placcc'l at
e-bpli endjbA0j(
to prevent its filling with su rfsice water. Field w~re laid
fr49rn pit to pit, and to thle control point, providIes r,'-%Oe 'ýon1'rol of
111rget Operation.

Motive System
The two pulleys for the motive system are mounted at each-end
of the trench. The hand-cranked drive'pulley'is bo1ted tr u wboodenframe which.fits across the pit openingfacing-the teonch. The frame is
constructed so that it rests upon a sill on the-bottoin of, the trench and,
extends across the opening into the two side wallg )f: the pit. Thius the
pulley is operable from inside the pt.
The anchor pulley is mounted-on a four-foot-log, or other suitable support, at the far end of the trench. At the end of the trench, slots
are dug into each of the two sidewallg-to a'caommodate the-log as-it' is
laid across the trench. The log crosses the trench appi-oximately at
the level of the rails and is held in place by the slots-dug in the sidewalls. The return pulley is moufited in the middle of~this log.
After both pulleys are installed, the cable- is fed.through the pulleys and fastened to the two ends of-the carriage. One end is fiastened
directly; the other through a turnbuckle which provides slack adjustment.
Operation
In the ready position the carriage Is at the starting end of-the track
with the silhouette horizontal. Upon command from the control point,
the operator begins to drive the carriage ,lofig the track by turning his
hand:c,ank. As the carriage moves along-the -track, the raising lever
rides up the hinged ramp. -As the-.raisinglever ridesup the ramp, the
silhouette and opposite counterweight arc rapidly rotated about their
common axle. This causes the silhouette to appeia suddenly. When the
lever reaches the top of the ramp, the sprlng-,activated sear engages
the latching lever, and locks thesilhouette in fhb vertical lpositiot . The
silhouette remains in this position, exposed to view, while the car.xiage
traverses the track. As the carriage reaches the bumper at the far end
of the track, the spring-activated sear is rotated out of position by the
trip-peg. Thus the locking mechanism is disengaged, and the silhouette
falls back to the horizontal position, disappearing from view. To ready
the carriage for the next run, the direction of the carriage is reversed,
and-it Is retu:'ned to the starting end of the track, with the silhouette
horizontal. As the carriage nears the starting end of the track, the
raising lever passes under the hinged re 4, displacing it upward. After
the lever passes beyond the ramp, the ramp drops back into the inclined
position. At this point the device is ready for the next run,
Maintenance
The track assembly requires periodic Inspection for bolts loosened
by carriage-produced vibrations. An application of heav., oil on the
hinge of the ramp will reduce friction.
The various bearing surfaces on the carriage require heavy oil or
graphite lubrication.
Axle grease on the bearing surfaces of the drive and return pulleys
Is the only lubricant necessary for the motive system. To prevent cable
stretching, the turnbuckle should be loosened when the device Is not
,n operation.

Appendix E
RIFLE MARKSMANSHIP COURSE
PRESENTED TO EXPERIMENTAL GROUP (E)
(74 Hours; 343 Rounds)

FIRST WEEK
Period I. ,Orientation (2 hours)
4. General introductory remarks (50 minutes)
(I) Historic development of the rifle
(2) Changing role of the rifleman
(3) Excerpts from combat films
(a) Discussion
_b. Comments specific to the Ml (70 minutes)
(1) Operational Drrcdures
(a) Function
(b) Safety foatures
(c) Advantages of MI
(2) Personal relationship of soldier and rifle
Period-2. Core-and Cleaning of Ml (2 hours)
a. Explanation and demonstration of care and cleaning procedures (30 minutes)
(1) Use of cleaning materials
(2) Use of lubricants
(3) Use of preservatives
b. Practical work (90 minutes)
(1) Disassembly of weapon
(2) Cleaning of parts
(3) Lubrication of parts
(4) Assembly of weapon
Period 3.

Introductio• to Firing the Ml (4 hours: 3 rounds)

a. Orientation on range and safety pro. edures (20 minutes)
b "The rifle won't hurt you" firing demonstration (10 miutes)
(1) Cadre fire the rifle placed on thigh, stomach, and chin.
The purpose of the demonstration is to alleviate and prevent fear of
the weapon.
c. Explanation anu instruction on the prone it ii; , position
(25. minutes)
(1) Cadre demonstrate on IOCO" half-bull's-eye target.
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d. Exp.lanatiob, deioriti-ation,-ahid-practicaI workin-shotgoi~oufproc-ediur'-eý150- 'MijiuI es)
(2). Tr'ainees tflje 3-robund sh6ktgroiip, ,with-~single round
-loading on'1000" half~i::6@s -eye t~ar~g'et,, sing px&
. d6fii'-poqi~io~i.
(3) Ciftique cf-periorinknice, P-biniiiig out sig-ffi. aIidc.e of
sighting eriois- and- 'u~ez16rfity of--cadre fl'ring.
e. 'Demobnstrati*bof the:,pop-;up, 'kzock-db~n target
(20 mi!nutes)-on 175-yard tagt carpo isVoilta&tefc
ye
~t
ýmnlip
e~ai
irs'in-dightai-a~1ii~mnt
anid biht $i~iture at- 1000&' are Pinlargedat greate raniges Win -rdgiit Ii-n isses.
f. -criti~i~f'of-fiii.ng-to sýhuw ti-alrbe-pze~sent level of Pjr iciency,
-and-levei,,of }~ebticiency h~ec-a-n obtain (7O-11minuteO)RPeriod&4. M'echafiicid Training (4 hours)a-. -

iio

dibsasembly, Assembly, operatic,

(') Deibcriptin o~f the U

ftifctionfiig,

Xirif~e_,-daIiber:.,30, IVI. Exotafia-;

(2) 'Explanatipa, d~monst4 atinna,
E'Olah'atiori cli _"ifiCM'tlons of dfi;ýsassenMbl.

-

drdi~

~t

Wr

nds

aifi~si ubnauthor-

- -3)- Expla~natin-aridýdemonstraiton functioning -by -ice- 6f,
%Vordingniodels-.b.iiEj~pl~fafato4 of~stppages alid. application of immediate -action
.(30 finimites)c,' Care 'and~c~eanfig (3Oriliit)
-

SECý,QND *EE~K
Pceriod'5-.Pro limin-ary Rifle Itistruction In________nt
LqrtILhoiurstrn

of Shootng

a. Shooting as an integraied-a~t (30 minutes)
(1)ntroductory remarks
(2) "SlW-ii6tion"' firi ng. cdmonst ration
(W) Normal firing demonstration
b. R~fle At ndlngsa andlholding (00 minutes)
c. Frinciples of ilghting a~nd x.ming (110 minuten)
(1) Dry-_friaagtjIatlon exerc~iceý, toilowed-by live firing on
haif-bull 's.'ee target (9 rounds)
d. PracticeIn spe d-of fire (160 minutea)
ý1) Dey-fixing-exercises in trigger cor~trol, followed by live
firing (0 rounds)ge
'e. Weapon singtle-round loaded-

Period-B. Preliminary Rflfe Instruction- in Com-ponentg ofShootiu,
8ar
hou ',2-eu
a. iDemnontvation- and practical exer~t... In supported and
unsu~lvorted firinig positions (460 minutes)
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(1) Live firing triangulation exercises
(a) Weapon single-round loaded
(b) Firing schedule:
Position
Unsuppo'ted
Supported
Kneeling
Unsupported
Supported
Sitting
Unsupported
Supported
Standing
Unsupported
Foxhole
Prone

Rounds
3'
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
Total
-4-

Period 7. Target Detection (4 hours)
a. Preliminary practical work in location of camouflaged,
human targets -(30 minutes)
(1) Demonstration of necessity for this t,¶pe of training
(a)"Four men are previously camouflaged and placed in
open area.
(b) Trainees are then requested to locate and est'mate
range of these targets. Resultant errors dexiaonstrate need for appropriate training.
b. Instruction and practical work -in'target detection and range
estimation (210 minutes)
(1) lnstruction in terrain-searching procedure
(2) Instruction and demonstration of observing and recording procedure
(3) Practical work in detection and range estimation of
16 human targets, in four successive phases of appearance from difficult to easy deteetion at ranges of 20 to 300 yards and at various locatinns. Six targetswere shownin the first series,and 10 in the second.
Period 8.

Behind the Lines Instruction (2 hours)

Sighting and aiming exercises (120 minutes)
Period 9. Zeroing Procedure (2 hours)
a. Sight set,_ig, windage, score card, zeroing, battle sight,
and review of range procedure and safety prc,.autions (120 minutes)
(1) Explanation of operation of the Ml rifle sights
(2) Explanation, demonstration, and practical ,ork in wind.ige and elevationt adtustnients to the, rear aighits
(3) Explanabon, demonstration, and practical work in use
of the score cart)
(4) Explanat!on of Importance and use of the 200-yard
battle sight
(5) Instruction on range procedure, pit operation, and
safety precautions
Period 10.
18 rounts ý;

Zeroing on Known-Distance Range at 200 Yards (4 -.curs;

a. Zeroing weapon in six 3-round shot-group.,, in half bull's,.c targets. Targets pulled, disked, and spotted aftr e ýh shot-group
(240 minutes).
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(1) One platoon-on the firing -line and, one platoon on pit detail
(2) Weapon-single-round loaded
THIRD WEEK
P'eriod l.
56 rounds)

Introduction to Realistic Stationary Targets (8 hours;

a. Introduction to field-type firing4(480 minutes)
(1) Explanation of firing schedule. One platoon on the firing
line and one platoon behind the line receiving concurrent training which
included sighting and aiming, and-critique of previous firing scores on
the 1000" range. Wearing of field uniform, with combat pack and steel
helmet, introduced at this stage of training, and continued through
remainder of training.
(2) Slow fire practice conducted in three phases, with both
platoons completing one phase before proceeding to the next.
(3) Firing conducted on silhouette pop-up, knock-down.targets.
(4) Weapon single-round loaded.
(5) Firing schedule:

Phase 1
Range
75
75
75
100
100
100

Position
Standing
Kneeling
Standing
Standing
Kneeling
Standing

or Sitting
Foxhole
Foxhole
or Sitting

Rounds
3
3
3
3
3

Phase 2
Range
150
150
175
10i5

Position
Kneeling
Standing
Standing
Kneeling

or Sitting*
Foxhole
F'oxhole
or Sitting*

Rounds
5
5
5
5

Phase I
Range
300
300

Position
Standing Foxhole
Kneeling oil 3!tting

Rounds
9
9
Total
56

QSvpported
Period 12. Simulated Approach of Stationary Targets (-i hours:
4U rounds)
a. Introduction to firing on an appr,',iinj targi t (240 minutes)
(1) Explanation of firing scheduh-. -' tc platoon on the firing
lUne find one platoon behind the line receivhig cor'urrent training which
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inblude'dsightiig-iind aiming exercises, practice in assuming ppsitions,
and 100(" firing practice for unqualified firers.
(2) Fire practice conducted ih two phases, with both platoons
completing the firstphase before proceeding to the second.
(/3) Firinig practice on silhouette pop-up targets appearing
successively at ran~ges of.300 to 75 yards, simulating approach.
inicluded practilce in shifting point of aim as suc(4) Firing
v targets
c
cessive
appear~d.
(5) Weapon 1lip loaded(6)<Firing schedule:
RLange
300
175
150
100
75
300
175
'150

Phase. 1,
Positibfi
Kneeling or.Sitting*
Kneeling or Sittirig*"
Kneeling orSfitting*
Kneeling~or Sitting*
Kneeling or Sit'ting*
Kneeling or Sitting*
Kneeling or Sittin.g*
Kneeling or Sitting*

Rounds
I
1
I
I
1
1
I
1

R_.ge
100
75
300
175
150
100
75
300

Position
Kneeling
Kneelinig
Standing
Standing
Standing
Standing
Standing
Standing

Ho unds
1
1
1
1
I
1
I
1

_________________________

,

175
150
100
75
*Supported

or Sitting*
or Sitting*l
FoxhnlP
Foxhole
Foxhole
Foxhole
Foxhole
Foxhole

Standing Foxhole
Standing-Foxhole
Standing Foxhole
Standing Foxhole
Total

elpoad

Reload

I
1
1
1
20

Phase 2
Rcpeat Phase 1, giving-total of 40 rounds fired.
Period 13. Timed Fire Exercise, Using Su"yprise Targets (4 hours:
08 rounds)
a. Practice in engaging surprise target.) (240 minutes)
(M)Explanation of firing schedule. One plaloon on the f'ring line and one platoon behind the line receiving concturrent training
which included sighting and aiming exercises, and 1003" practile
where indicated,
(2) Firing wps conducted in two phases, with both platoons
completing the first phase before proceedin,; to the second.
(3) Surprisz element inti'oduced by presenting targets in a
miwd order of ranges, with var,yIng intervals betWul aropearances,
and with alfferent exposure times, targets at 75 to 10 . trds appearing
IN- 5 seconds, those at 150. 175, and 300 yards for 10 se-onds.

(4W Weapon clip loaded.
(5):"Firing schdiidlc:
Phase I

nge

-

to00
-75
100
100

"75

75
100
175
__

'Position,
Standing
:Standing
Standing
Standing
Standiig
Standing
Standing
'Kneeling or Sitting*
_..__
,Reload
__

Rounds
.I
1
1
1
1
1
I
I

100
300
150
300
75
-150
150
300

Kneeling or
Kneeling or
Kneeling or
Kneceing or
Kneoling-or
Knealing or
Kneeling or
Kneeling or

Sitting*
Sitting*
Sitting*
Sitting*
Sitting*
Sitting*
Sitting*
Sitting*

1
1
I
1
1
1
A
I

100
175
75
300
175
300
75
150

Kneeling or Sitting*
Kneeling or Sitting*
XCneeling-or Sitting*
Kneeling or Sitting*
KX•eeling or Sitting*
Kneeling.r-'Sitting*,
Kneeling or Sitting*
Kneeling Or Sitting*

1
1
1
1
1
1
I
I

Reload

Reload
300
100
150
300
175
175
300
300

Kneeling
Kneeling
Kneeling
Kneeling
Kneeling
Kneeling
Kneeling
Kneelirng

or
or
or
or
or
or
or
or

Sitting*
Sitting*
Sitting*
Sitting*
Sitting*
Sitting*
Sitting*
Sitting*

1
1
1
I
1
1
1
I

SuportedReload
Range
100
300
150
300
75
150
150
300

Phase 2
Position
Standing Foxhole
Standing Foxhole
Standing Fpxhola
Standing F~xhole
Standing.•Foxhole
Standing.Foxholt..
Standing Foxhole
Standing Foxho!'

Rounds
1
1
1

1
I

Reload
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Phase 2
Range
100
175
75
300
175
300
75
150

(Continued)

Position

Rounds

Standingý Foxhole
StandingFoxhole
Standing Foxhole
Standing'Foxhble
Standing Foxhole
Standing Foxhole
Standing Foxhole
Standing Foxhole

1
I
1
1
-1
1I
1
1
Total

0.8 Rounds

Period14; Timed'Fire,,.Exercise, Using Surprise Targets, With
Firer Assuming Appropriate Piosition (4 hours: 32 rounds)
a. Practice in assuming prescribed positions as surprise targets appear, (240 minutes)
(1),XExplanation of firing schedule. One platoon on the firing line and one platoon behind the line ieceiving co6icurrontlaining,
-assuming-positions-to engage Surprise, targets.
(2) Firing conducted in two phases, with both platoons completing the first phase before proceeding t3 the second.
(3) Surprise targets again ured,,,similar to those used in
Period 13. (4) Firer begac from standing position, then movedforward
and assumed a prescribed position when the target appeared. This procedure was repeated for each target, with rifle single-leaded.
(5) Weapon single-round loaded.
(6) Firing schedule:
Phase I
Range
75
100
75
100
100
75
15C
150
150
300
300
IT5
175
300
150
300

Rounds

PORition
Standing
Standing
Standing
Standing
Kneelingor Sitting
Kneeling or Sittikig
Kneeling or Sitting
Kneeling or Sitting
Kneeling or Sitting,
Kneeling or Sitting
Kneeling or Sitting
Kneeling,,or Sitting
Standing 'Foxhole
Standing Fokhole
Standing Foxhole
Standing Foxhole
Total

1
1
1
1
I
I
I
1
1
1
1
I
1
1
I
1
16

Phase 2
Oepetition of I-iase 1, giving total rounds fired, 32.
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Period 15.
-8 rounds)

Firing Practice 6nzSilhoueti'ed Moving Targets (4 hours;
-

a. Dry and live . ring practice on later~ily riioving silhouette

targets at 200 yards, silhluetted-against white backdrop (240-minutpOt

(1) Explanatibn off'figii 'schiedule. One,platooh on fir..g
line and one platoon behind th6 line •repezivirigconcuii'rent•-trairning in
trackingta moving target.
(2) Practice fire onotrgets moving lateral to the line of
sight at a speed of about fivefeet •jei• secono-for a distance of 40 feet.
(3) Three men were as.signed per moving;'target, with one
man live firing, and two men dry firing.
(4)ý;Eight rounds werc- iredfrom thestahiding, foxhole posiAtion,An 2-rouhd~shot-group, with target spotted after each shot-group.
Lateial directiao' of target was revier'ed after each slibt-group.
(5) Weapon single-ro-und loaded.
-.

Period 16. Firing Practice on Non-Silhouetted Moving Targets
"
(4 hours; 16 rounds)
a. Dry and live firing practiceron laterally moving silhouette
targets at 200 yards, without white backdrop (240 minutes)
(1) Sixtccn---rounds--wo ro-ifircdý'jfdiiowigg--procedure ofPeriod, 15. Concurrent training in assuming positions and sighting

and-aiming.

(2) Surprise element introduced by removing white backdrop, and by initiating target appearance from a hidden position.
"(3) Weapon single-round loaded.
Period -17., Firing While Advancing Upon Surprise Stationary Tar32 r•ounids)
-hours;
aets 4
a. Practic- in advancing on surprise targets-and assuming
prescribed positions on targets as they appear (240 minutes)
ing~lne and one behind the line receiving conciurront training In targetdetection and range estimation,
(2) Firing practice was conducted in two phases,- with- both
platoons-completing the first phase before proceeding to the second.
(3) VT'lrer advanced to fire five rounds 'from a foxhole position then continued advance, firing an additional lI-•i•'aunds from kneeling
or sitting iObsitions, engaging surprise targetg as they appeared iat var-ioqs ranges from 75 to 300 yards.
(4) Weapons cliip,loaded.
(5) Firing schedule:
Phase I
Rane

Position

100
300
4 50
00
75
150
150

Standing
Standing
Standing
Standing
Standing
Kneeling
Kneeling

Rounds
Foxhole
Foxhole
Foxhole
Foxhole
Foxhole
or Sitting
or Sil.,,:,

1
1
I
I
I

9'

Phase 1 (Continued)
Range
300
100
175
75
300
175
300
175
150

Position

Rounds

Kneeling or Sitting
Kneeling or Sitting
Kneeling or Sitting
Kneeling or Sitting
*Kfeelifig-or-Sittiig
Kneelingor Sitting,
Kneeling or Sitting
Kneeling or Sitting
Kneeling or Sitting

1
1
1
1
-I
1
1
1
1
Total

16

Phase 2
Repetition of Phase 1, giving total rounds fired, 32.
Period 18. Firing Upon Distant Stationary Targets (4 hours:
-----48 rounds)d. 'Practice in engaging distant surprise targets at ranges of
175 and 300 yards, using a defensive position (240 minutes)
66) Explanation of firing schedule. One platoon on the firilrg line sand one platoon behind the line receiving concurrent Instruction
in target detection.
(2) Firing practice was conducted in three phases, w....._b ot
platoons completing one phase before proceeding to the next.
(3) In Phase 1, 16 rounds were fired from a standi•
foxhole position on 175 and 30M-yard targets appearing in a mixed order.
(4) In Plase 2, 16 rounds were fired from the foxhole position on targets at 175 yards.
(5) In Phase 3, 16 rounds were fired from 'he foxhole position on targets at 300 yards.
(6) Weapon clip loaded.

Appendix F

PROFICIENCY TESTING PROCEDURE

TROOP MOVEMENT
Testing took place over a period of three days. All subjects were
randomly assigned to firing orders and firing points in such manner
-that-each-platoon-was-represented as equally-as possible- li-each- order
and at everypoint.
The diirst day of testing included the first and second squads of
each platoon. On the-second day, the third and fourth squads and part
of the Fort Jackson control group were tested, and on the third day, the
remainder of the Fort Jackson group.
All subjects were tested on the Marksmanship Proficiency Range,
and on the Detection Proficiency Range. Pribr to testing, the troops
were kept in ready areas out of view ofboth ranges.

MARKSMANSHIP TESTING
TWstin g-Procedure
Tht4 Marksmanship Proflct•ncy Range has been described in detail
elsewhere.' - Briefly, the range ws of transition type, and consisted of
eight lanes. Cnanouflaged pop-tipaiid moving silhouette targets appeared
suddenly at unknnwn distances and were exposed momentarily. All
firers were previously given familiarizatiun firing on the pop-up targetA,
on a separate range. The firer was instructed'to fire one round only/ at
each target. The random sequence of targets Is listed on the accumpanying-score sheet at the end of this apoindi•.• The frequencyof occurrence at various ranges is presented in TCahle F-i. Pp-up targets at
50 to 200 yards were exposed for five-seconds, those at 250 to 350 yards
for 10 seconds. Moving targets at 100 yarlis appeared for five seconds,
and-those at 300 yards for 10 seconds,
Five clips of ballý M2, ammunition were ftied from a supporh I
stending foxhole position. The firer then mnoied down-rangp to u
50-yard marker and firfid an additional two clips from an unsupported
firing position of his own choice.
'S,•t Chapter 4.
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Table F-I

FREQUENCY 0F TARGETS AT VARIOUS RA90;E
Range iYArds1

Firing

Position
Supported;
Unsupported

3

-f0
o6,j1 orJ5i
ioOI2001

4
3

6
2

6
0

4
3

'6'
2

oI1 *0
A4
2

24

3 0

2
2

I .3w.~ FT
_35o
4
0

4
0

40
16

a, Indicate* moving targets.

Scoring Procedure
Scorers were ti'ained prior to troop tes-';.,j. As shown on the score
sheet, there wiure three scoring categorl,.-'1) hit, (2) miss, and
(3) no-fire.
The pop-up target was designed to dro'2 khen hit. In the event that
a firer did~not hit his target, the target *1 .dropped from the remote
controlp6int upon termination of exposurc Ihe s cner~is were, informed
by a whistle signal when the targets-were, ,•ppd by the operator-at-the
control point. The moving targetswerc':
..esigned to drop when hit,
and weeescred~by.moving-targot operario, .iq
l-concealed pite down- range.
ThM6fiiiiig line was cleared after eat
4er6ie-s of eight targets was
exposed, and all unused ammunition'r- .
41
'o the scorers. Scorers
were Instructed to refrain from
with firers during testing.
wonij,
Firer Orientatiofi
The firers were briefed.,hthe r§" *,areas, weapons were checked,
sights blackened, and battle siMlhts se;
nrhe experimental troops used
a 200-yard sight setting and the',,contirii t'roops used the conventional
300-yard battle sight. All firers web' ý,'•ven the following orientation:

SaLIDty
"Keepyour rifle pointed down-range and when not firing, have
It locked. Whenever you hear 'CeaseFiring' you will lock and clear
your weapon. You will take your own iction in clearing stoppages."
flange.Set-ULp
"Tl,ýere are'eight flr-.'g, Oines on titis range. It is like a transition range in tlhai,each lai'h'• t''o maiýUers down-range, between
which all ofthe tlrgets for •h•il•,• will appear. For example, if you
are firing in Lane 4, you'i',lll40.1wo largiiemarkers down-range, each
with the nbipber 4,on i(W./All o,;yomr targeta'-.'uuld appear between the
two 4's. You will also have the nuimnber of your lane on a small stake
just in front, of your firing point, to remind you of the lane In which you
are firing.
"On this range .there are pop-up targets which drop when hit,
and moving~targets whici do not dr6p when hit."
Firing Procedure
"You will first fire from a supported, st';ding-foxlhole position.
You will fire five clips from this position, and wjl; Sire only one round
at each ;'zrget you see. Do not lock your weapon bet,,een rounds.
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"After you have loaded a clip and-are ready to fire, you will
heal. the command 'Targets.' At this time, you will commence firing at
any, tarq'ets vyu see, one round only for ehch target. When you hear the
comm&rAd 'Cease Firing' you will lock and clear-ydur weapon 'The firing linne will be cleared after each clip is fired, and you will return all
unused ammunition to your scorer.
"After yu have fired flve-clips from your foxhole position,
youwill b6g'iven the command to move down-range, with your scorer,
to a fifty-vard-marker. You will move 6nly-on command. You:w".-11.f:ritwo clipsafrom this new position. After-loadinig the first, clip, you will
be givenothe, command 'Move Out.' At this time, ycu wil~l begin moving
forwarid d•wn your lane. When you hear the command, 'Targets' you
will stop all forward movement and cofhmence firing 6h any targets you
see. Do not lockyoiLrweaoon between rounds. You inay assume any
firing pdsition you wish, and mayy mbve-tou-Qne side or the other, but
DO NO' move forward. Keep your rifle joinitid-down-range at all
time6, 'Upon the command 'Cease Fiing' you-will lock and clear ycar
weapon and return all unused ammunition to your scorer.
"This, procedure will be repeated for the second clip that
yo
r "While you are firing, you will hear a whistle, Pay-nio attention
torthis whistle. "It is for the scorer's use and does not concern you.
Any questibns?"
TARGET DETECTION PROCEDURE
Testing Procedure
The Detection Proficiency Range, described in detail in Chapter 4,
was-located on rolling terrain which provided cover out to a range of
350 yards. The •subjects were given 14 trials of four phases each
(Table F-2). Thetarget indications occurred in order during tile four
phases of each tri~l, ranging from-difficult to erisy. During each phase
the men were giveni 30-seconds to search for a target. After Phase 4,
they facedaway fr6m the observation field while the soldier representing the target pd'(ceeded to a new<location. 'When the target reached the
new location a new -trial began.
Table'F-2

PIOFICIi'NCY TARGLT DETECTION AND HANGE ESTIMIATION
Trall

Whore

RiangeT

1

il,F

ý

2

E,F

67

No. II

Terget Indications by-hssea
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(1)

Be slightly exposed at sit"t of trial; remqin still.
lialse and lower head end choulders slowly.
Move head and shoulders siide to side slowly.
Fire bleak.
Ile slightly exposed in prone position,,0 start of trial; refain still.

(2) Raise fod lower head'and shoulders slowly.

(3)'MDo sane'with shiny helmet Hine,
(4) Fire ble•nk.
3

A,C

149

(1) Be exposed, crtu.bhlna, and motionlotss.
(2) -Rllae up siowly aijd4go down slow, ,
(3) Step to side slowly; remain still, the, itep b•el. (each 5 seconds).
'(4) Fire 2 blanlks from standing pos.•!oa (0t seconds apart).

(Continued)95

'Table P-2 (Continuej)

PROFICIENCY TARGET DETECTfION AND RANGE ESTMATION

4 G,ii

89

(1) Bi ilighily exposed (kneceling) at sta#ctof trial; remain-still.
(2) Raise head and shciilde mslowly; drop quickly.
(3) Rustle bush every 5 seconds.
(4) 'Pire bla ok.

5

E,F

130

6

EG

33

7

8

T

G,1D

190

110

(4) Fire 2 blanks from side of chimney (10 seconds apart),
(1) Be exposed in standing position-at start 6fltrial; remain motionless.
forward slowly, 1 yard eacb.10 second~s.
(2) WValk

E.G

42

10

AC

200

11

U-.If

90

12

E.G

24

13

BE

S3

96

Be expo sed In kneeling position, moationless.*
Drop head abruptly, raise slowly (each 5 secon'~s).
Do same with shiny helmet linor.
Fire 2 blanks fronm kneeling position (10 seconds apart).
Bie slightly exposed At Mtart Offrial; remain Still.
(2) Raise and lower head iud shoulders slowly.

(a) Move head and sh~oulders nlowly from side to side.
(4) TFire blank,
(1)-c partially exposed at atarttof trial; remanir motionleasý
(2) Move out and back fro'chnyslly
(3) Move out snd back fast'(each 5 seconds).

9

14 i

d1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(1)

180

(3) Up~ard down fast, each 5 seconds..
(4) Fire 2 blanks (10 secozrds apart).
(1) lBe alishl~y exposed at *tart of trial.
(2) Move hea4 ).iid shoulders slowly from side to side.
(3) Ralse heats((s'wly, then drop abruptly (each 5 seconds)..
(4) Fire blank.
(1) Bc oxposed in sri~ding position at itart of trial; renmain motioonlss.
(2) Drop quickly; raliseLead slowly (each 5 -seconds).
(3) Step to side (each S sec~nds).
(4) Fite 2 blaoks (10 socoar~' opoart).
ýI) Be exposed In kneeling position; remain motionless.

(2) Move forward 1 yard (each 5 seconds) very slowly.
(3) Move to side und back slowly every 5 seconds.
(4) Fire blank (ku~eallo),
(1) Be slightly "xPosed (pr.ne) at start of tidal; remain still,
(2) Move bead and shoulders up and down slowly-?
(,3)Molve baadind shoulders sloivij, from side lo'side.
(4) Fire blank.
(1) Be slightly exposed in prone position at start of trial;
remain motionless,
(2) Crawl forward 0) Ord (each 10 socondo).
(3) Do same with sirl, helmet liner,
(4) Fire blank.
(1) Be slightly ex~poved in prone position iat sart of trial;
remain motionless'.
(2 Mlove he"d and 6houlderi up end down .iw4
a (each 5 seconds).
(3) Up fast, remain still; down~fast, remewar.
_________
(4) Fire 2 blanks (10 seconds Apart),

C'. ientation 'aifdScoringrPr&~eddre

-

"Tod'ay we are go-ing.- to.,.tes "tyour proficiency inmdetec'1ing hurihan
targets. These, targets may be motionless br mo~ving, hidden or exposed,
ridýW
well or- poorly -camoxiflaged-. Pick up y6ur clipboard ahd, ansVier
sheets,, Olease. You-*ill be-,givenA'4 trials in todayi's exercise. Each
trial will consist of ýSour-ohascs, each, phase being consectiifiely easier
to detect .than the others.
'Whe'h'you heaiý;h e ord~' 'Obsei~ve Trial .1, Phase 1.V look out to
'Your Inj1ediate front-and try-tojpilckup a, targetoehrinteob r
iation filtYou-wlll be given 30 secnds ld'Whichýto.do this. If you see
thr,,iarg`'*t'uuring this period, step b~ck~thre6-paces arnd remain 'thei,'e
-du~ifig the ;rest oftthe trial phases. Once you hi-e seen Vie target, y6u
nebdinot do a'n'y mrr~~e observing. kince the tai'get will app6iir in: the game
pl'ace br,,hll four phases of the tril;~ J~o no~ oAn rec , rdlng until Iyou
hear the 'Words, Re1cord Phase 1L' Then, 4f you-saw the target during
tha~t phase, put a check mark und~r~the hpp~orql ate trial-and phase'nu -ni'
beir. 'U ide" -the'coltiifiiheaded--WjiVer'e,' 'ýutrin-the-ldttei'AA, _B,Jdi, etc.)
nearest ihe tbarget4 Under the columnidieadedd'Raiige,',Putiln the distance
tothe target. 'However, If you ar~e not postley sueta o
,Yrrnou
6ajw the tar et, check.'your observation during themnekt phase. If what
ii6vement during
you .saw~wii4'4he target,4~ou should 0lee some ,d'efijiltf
thb sucqeedirig phwaosds 'A you did'not lice the targeztliptit an 'X' under
-the zppropila,ýe phase ano. trial nufiibeý' 'Do the shithiýfr'Phases 2'*3,
and 4, Atr i~hase 4, youx will be- Wiii to face aL2iit." A64hls ti6eyo
will face awaylfon thpe ol.servatioii 66hci to alloW;!tl:e.ai get to take up
a now porltton.
"ýTh6 deteci Ion range ikr to $rourlminediate front. tdek ne ýpplnt out
all1 of the lanidniauksiisollthre will be no confudion cmn;hese, pinti;.
(Po!int _Rut 1anrn~jrks and'chbýk, to soeel!i everybody, sees theim Alzso
hm~lx~~t
tile o'bsrelhiphii0lz the e Lte'bad1rll~l
,vatlon field.]i Yoi~,W1ll-%z-9,ih~eýý' ltnd~i'arks to~lobate teie,(p','itlon, of the
target. AMw,ys-ukk~. he laiidmnkrk, new ~psl the arget ft'rl amti~mpur-ý
poses. -Foi jhitan'e, if youq, see,,a tartet ridar the 1ettev *B#" B Mll i ndite'the proper lodition. tfit tardek.Is betiseen A,anO 13" O'ths. lvt'ter
,ýitll be Qorri~ct. Yýý have-iAlso bqeei 4iikei;I for the ran~ge fxinim ydu to
tre,
i.i Esilmutl that r~ange triyrda bqtyp ic rnk
aip
ýrqge estirhatfons,gif\je dtitance6 to the-jjttpr IV is 40,iya vds itnpd tb.he
Wqtr~'.,j 200 yiý~q
ýArc th ersany 41ýestlotrW! 7 If no, 'IM us run thro-igh tii&?hrsjý feV
p,0s)(tTrial 1' os1&yly; thoebrnmilrektt'w~lI ý.hebk your rpcoefg~iand
qqsiwer any 4uestionsz 4ou~rntghf: hive."
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.MARKSMA,NSHIP SCORE ,SHEET
Name bf'Firir.,_

.___

Name of Scorer-

Platoon.-Squad
Point

-

Sling---.

SUPPORTED FIRING
Target
No.
-I
2
3
4
5ý
6
7
8

Round
1
2'
3
4
5
6
7
8

RELOAD

Range

Hit

Miss

No-Fire

Target
No.

Round

Range

2526
27
28
29
30
31
32

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8,

50
_.350
100
200
300 M
250
,M00M
1,50

250
300
100 M
150
50
350
100
'200

.;-NO. OF UNUSED -ROtNDS..__._

RELOt•D

9

1

300 M

I

1i

10

2

250

J4-

2,

350

50,

11
12
13
14
-15
16

3
4
5r
6
7
8

100 M
450
50
350
100
200

35
36
37
38
30
40

3
4
'5
F
7
8

100
200
300 M.
loo M
100
200

RELOAD
RELOAD._ NO. OF UNUSED ROUNDS17
18
19
20Q
21
-2i
23
24

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

RELOAD

UNSUPPORTED FIRING

300 M
100 M
100
200
250
300
100 M
150
-NO.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12
4

15
16

98

250
3U•0
150
350
100
200
300 M
250

RELOAD

OF UNUSED ROUNDS--

NO, OF UNUSED ROUNDS_

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
2
3
4
6

i6

7
8

200
360
5io
350
100
200
3no0M
100

TARGET DETECTION & RANGE ESTIMATION ANSWER SHEET
Instructions
1. Results will not be grade-individually. Imporwgnt statistics will however be based ipon the averages obtained. Hence do not change your
answers to indicate anything not actually seen.
2. a. Targets will each be presented four (4) times, each time-constituting a new phase in the same location. In the-appropriatespace
for each phase of each trial, place either a t-If you saw the target
or a X-if you failed to see it.
b. Under the "Where" mark-the identifying letter of the landmark
nearest the target. If you are in doubt as to the identity ý f the
nearest landmark, hold up your hand and the insiructor
Will check
with you.
c. Under range enter your estimate to the target tQ,the nearest
25 yards.

a

3. For your-infstruction'after each trial (4 phAses) the enemy-will-standto mark his location-then again take cover and rapidly repeat all
four (4) phases. Do not enter these demonstrations.
TfRIAL PHASE NUMBER
NO.
1
2
3
4

WHERk (Letter of
Nearest Landmark)

-

__

a
a

RANGE (How far?)
Nearest 25 yards

-_

___

aý
a]
ht
to

___th
___

___

g)
in
dc
ex
ni

3,

-_

_I

__ _
6

.

.

.

.

.....

20
it
to

79
52_

10-

4.

8,

.

J

de
Io_

60
Th

..

II__ __!•

13

14..

i5

PH

coo
al

.

_n

99
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Appendix G,

PILOT TEST ON TECHNIQUE OF RIFLE FIRE

DESCRIPTION 0W RANGE
In~the pilot.etudy involving a~sqiu•d advancing across-an'open area
and, engaging hidden targhts- an existing Technique of Fire Range
(NINNINGER RANGE) of The Infantry School was-modified for use Nsee
"Ftgure G-l). The Infantry-School eipicys this range by carrying dut
all firing from an initial position-at several groups of visible targets.
The modifiedproblem ipvolved the advance of the participating squads
ovez'400 yards of broken, overgrowri terrainii 'argetswere presented
at threedifferent sta~esof thisadvance. Theltarget areas-were in favoelable firing,positions likely to'be occupied bi{ defenders. Forthis-pur-pose, visibtieltai;gets- on-thd -rhig&Wie rl•ccbd y 1000'" machinegun,
targets, 3! high and 5' wide, so dug in that:30' of height (estimated
height of effective fire),was exposed. The;je-ieigets were hlidden by
camouflaging with natural vegetation. M,!ai"ne guns were placed within
the target areas. These were aimed--'o fire ball ammunition into the
ground at an angle designed to throw dust in simulation of that created
in combat. The machine puns could be fired by remote control by pit
details in existing installations. Dependable telephonic communication
existed between the initial position and all pits. Loud-speaker communication was~set up for emergency control of the advancing squad. This
loud-speaker was audible in the two closestcpits.
The first target to engage the squad (Ti) was~a lineal target some
20 yards-In length representing a group of riflemen and a machine gun.
It was situated'at.a position ahoui 400 yards from the 'line of departure,
to the&right of the squad's axis of advance.
The second t.aiget (T2) was located. 250 yards fromn the line of
departure, to the right of the axlsof adiance, and consisted of'three
Lf the camouflaged -machine -gun, targets.
The third target MT3) was located at the edge of a woods about
600 yards"froon the line, of depa'irte and' wasonzhe axis of advance.
'Thiawturgat Opfisisted of six, of the'3' x 5' screens dug in to leave 30"
in height exjibsod.
Englneerw tape, invisible except upon close approach, marked the
lineof maxrInum.advance, abuut ,40O yards,from the line of departutre,

"PRELIMINARY INSTRUCTION'
The preliminary orientation it Uvlde diagrammadrt Anstructioti
covering the mbthods by which the siquad.; fire 6. ccavei -ed upon a.
narrow target or distriba~ed to-cove" a wide target.
-100
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TECHNIQUE OF 'FIRE RANGE
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Wfl(Af#nnnSf Rappe
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~~'400
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5
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Safety Oeas~ures\were stressed in demonstration atnd conference.
Partic'uinr eih'hagis was"given to the necessity for keeping the rifle
lock'4d at, alltimes except wdhen adiuallý in the firing p~si ,tioh and about
to fird, 'the use of the "Cease Fire" signal and order, the execut-on of'
the moveme'nts' "Down" and "Up""" the~maintenance of a fast-.walk gait
in a, rleas6nably straight line, 'Eri'd the maintenance of,,An axis of advance
~with the lefr.flank miar as the base &f the squad. In addition', the tactical
gituatlohi waý-'ketchcd~qn ile groiind,showiing-the route from the line of'
departure to the objectiVeP. The imp~ortance of fire supeiidrity
was stressed.
P~reviously taught techniques of target detection were 'reviewed.
These included the "marking" of targets on-a,visible aiming point and
the deterwmination of th'e-,ýature and wl-ih-of targets bý obseirjing the
volume of hostild fire, ekient nf favorable 'firing 'p'osition, and other indications. Trainees were fik~rtcted to take cover aiid-open fire'witisout
order if the fire. was short iýange'and deadly, but otherwise to ;iWait
order. They were~'tbl1d hat Abe' line of mnaxi'mum aavance was marked by
engineer tapd,ýnd th~t they ýYre, to~halt upon reaching this line, if not
ali'e.3&i halted.
The -6omlA.at--aituatiosi deaoribed- to,,the--trainees- involved -a aqwtad
which, a 'p~~~r
of a generaladv'ance, had been -stopped -by fire on a
stronniafrnpstln
The advance was to be r~newed after a
pause to pern),( thle squad to rt~orgsinize~and to permit neutralization of
reslstancewby ,kpportind fire.
-PROCEDUR,The problem was designid for an eight-man trainf,. squad. In comriand of each'squad was one of h'.)ree experienced cadre NCO's who had
ýbeen taken over the. problem several times in~the afternoon prior to firotend-frnsqa
onadto
ling. These men dltornated duties,
leader, one itcted as n control accomfpanying each~squad while the third
rested. All three had whictles.
Edch trainee waýý1ssue~d four eight-rounid clips~w.hi~n on~the line of
departure. One of these was loade'd. on oraer and t49 other three -w ere
cari~red In the cartridge belt,
Oin the Initial command '!Up." Ahe'squad advanced in lihe'at fivepace intervals with tfl`P squaddleade~r and control to the rear, NWhen thle
squad~had adVancad apirvoxliffately 50. yards, the pit deta Lkcont roll 164
the-first target opened I,ire-Wlh--the mdchine guin and III-oJectodfrj
-ci'ack.9rs by s' Ing shat,-t -o give- flas;h and stbokp indications of'rifle fire
alonlg the skirm Ih flnd'$ The hostile fire caught ifhe-advancing squad ina- -(ool, firing p,osition oil a sharp downgeoade which complicaterl' tile
(v'(:urhingýof coverapd good firink jjosftlotis. 'rhe command !Dow," was
u.-icdiatily given a~nd was followed~by a fire-order. 'i'h squad rapidly
vikenied-fire against-the clearly viotlbe smnoke,'flash, and 110ise indlications. 'Wjien~the squyid lealder observed the first trainee reload ing-thii
tlI'd-clip, he givc the- comma nds Itease Fire," "Lock," and "Up" and
thle advancn -was-resumed.
After anfother' 50-yard advance, which pl1aced the squad *o'i low
groundi, the see'ond target to thie-diriect front of the squad opened heavy
fire. Thle ircii hit the 'giou'ld and opet'ed fire without order upo', being
gurpt-ised by the machine gun fire from 001a target. When the machine
gun ceased fire (on telephone direction to simukh t. utralizat ion) thle
advaince was -resumed onl order.
-

"'

The final phase involved another-300-yardci.twvfice through rough
terrain with. heavy brambles. As't'he advanc6-crcsded aninterniediate
crest, twý machine guns inthe thiid target (T-1) 66ened-ft•.1-from the
left front of the squad. Ox. command, the advfii 4e _ýbok cov•er 3.J. opened
fire. A number of times inequalities in advar,3 place, socme members
of a sqiad astride the crest requiring individual modificatit:,.s in the
firing position, while in other cases, a short further advance was needssarybefore the target- cd6ld be effectively engaged. When.all ammunition was expended, the final "Ceas'e Fire" was given, weapons
inspected, and the squad double timed the 400 yards back to the line of
departure. Squads completing the prnblem were iqthitted to observe
the advance of the. remaining squads.
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